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May 12, 1960

Timea Type asid Place of Meeting

An enlarged laesting of the National Trade Union
Connnission of the Co^irnunist Party, USA was held in the national
headquarters of the Ccrnmunist Party, USA, 23 West 26th Street,
New York City, on Thursday, May 12, 1960.

Persons in Attendance

The following persons were in attendance at this meeting:

PHIL BAPvT

MORRIS CHILDS
BEN DAVIS
§US HALL
CLARENCE HATHAWAY
DOROTHY HEALEY
JIM JACKSON
ANTHONY KRCHMAREK
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
HY LUMER
GEORGE MORRIS
IRVING POTASH
MILT ROSEN^
JACK STACHEL
LOUIS WEINSTOCK
CARL WINTER
JAMES WEST

JACK STACHEL stated that the Naiioni?! Trade Union
Consaiesion is con5)osed oi the followiiig persons;

GUS HALL
ANTHONY KRCHMAREK
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IRVING POTASH
MILT ROSEN
JACK STACHEL
LOUIS WEINSTOCK
CARL WINTER

The chairman of this meeting was IR¥ING POTASH

«

Agenda

The fol3„owing was the proposed agenda for this meeting:

1) Reports from the National Auto Conssission and the

National Steel Commission of the Communist Party, USAo

2) Report by CLAUDE LIGHT700T on the preparations for
the founding convention of the American Negro Lebor Council

o

3) Labor and peace- -the AFL^CIO Foreign Affairs
Conference

o

4) The functioning of the National Trade Union
Commission qf the Comcranist Party, USAo

Items three and four of this agenda were not taken up^

since the meeting adjourned for a reception for i^E WILLIAJEON
of London, England* Also, this meeting, which was to have lasted
for two days, was reduced to one day so that the meeting of the
National Executive Commttee could be extended to three days in
view of recent internati.onal developmeritSo

After the report from the National Auto Commission,
CLAUDE LIGHr«?OOT a^^ked to mke his repo^rt, sir.ca he said that
he had to leave the meeting o Privately, LIGiD/FOOT stated that
he was going to see EUGENE DENNIS <, BSS DAVIS demanded to know
where LIGHTFOOT was going. LIGHTFOOT replied that it was none of
DAVIS' business, but that if he had to know, LIGHTFOOT was going
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to see EUGENE DENNIS o LIGHTFOOT asked DAVIS if he didn't like
this idea, but DAVIS made no replyo

Report from the National Auto
Commission by CARL WINTER

CARL WINTER reported that the auto industry in the
United States is unstable, and that there is a lot of discontent
and ferment among the workers in this industry* Presently,
there is the largest stock pile of automobiles in the hands of
the dealers in the history of the United States o There is a
tight market and great unemployment o He said that while the
United Auto Workers Union consists of workers in automobile
manufacturing, farm equipment manufacturings and machine
production, his remarks would deal mostly with the auto industryo

WINTER said that while the production of automobiles
is greater than it has been at any time since 1955, this
production is accompanied by declining employment and large
profits for the corporations o Consequently, there is unrest
among the workers ,> Speed«up and insecurity are the main features
of the auto industry at this timeo One« fourth of the small
foreign cars imported into the United States ate actually
manufactured by United States corporations, specifically 5 the
big three in the auto industry in the United States o These
corporations own European plants o Last year, Western Europe
produced four million automobiles, while the United States
produced five and a half million automobiles o If the present
trend continues; Western Europe will surpass the United States
in auto production by 1962

o

According to WINTER ^ the leadership of the UAW does
not challenge the speed-up which prevails in the auto industryo
Furthermore, the union leadership does not challenge the
decentralisation of plants and does nothing to have the workers,
who lose jobs because of decentralisation, compensated for this
losso Instead, the UAW leadership talks about organising the
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white collar workers o The UAW leadership is behaving like
JOHN Lo LEWIS in the 1930 's when LEWIS cooperated with the
mining cotnpanies in getting rid of workers who were described
as excess baggage

o

Continuing, WINTER said that there is a corps of
one thousand workers in the auto industry in Michigan alone
who are unemployed o Dues payments in the UAW have dropped;
While the UAW speaks of a membership of one million, this
figure is inflated o Tliere is a deficit in the international
fund of the UAWo While there is twenty-^three million dollars
in the strike fund of the UAW, this money is earmarked for a
catastrophic situation, such as a prolonged strike

a

WINTER said that in 1959 WALTER REUXHER made a big
noise about action in behalf of the unemployedo In 1960,
REUTKER has forgotten about the unemployed and is raising the
issue of profit sharing The Communist Party is critical of
the profit-sharing approach o While the Coraiminist Party does
place emphasis on the enormous profits of the corporations, at
the same time, the Party shows the workers that profit sharing
is not a substitution for daily demands, higher wages, care of
the unemployed, protest against speed-up , etCo The difference
between the Communist Party and the leadership of the UAW is that
the latter wants to substitute profit sharing for the fulfillment
of the demands of the workers a

Then WINTER said that the discontent in the UAW is

becoming widespread and has resulted in a number of wildcat
strikes in many factories o These wildcat strikes have compelled
the corporations to improve conditions on a shop level o The
leadership of the UAW is very xmeasy aboqfi this discontent < The
leadership of the UAW sent EMIL MAZEY into Canada to carry out a

purge of a UAVJ local on the grounds that it was infiltrated by
RedSo This is one way the UP&l leadership has of breaking up
rank and file discontent « Because he had to carry out this purge,
MAZEY was put on the spoto MAZEY and REUTHER do not see eye to
eyeo Because he had to carry out the purge, WiZEY is less popular
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with the rank and fileo W&Wi is adopting an independent
position on many issues o The speech on peace which i^EY
made in Chicago has never appeared in print under UAW auspices

o

The *^Kenosha Labor*' is the only publication speaking for the

UAW which reprinted this speech o MZEY is jockeying for an

independent baseo

Continuing, WINTER said that while the UAW leadership
is unpopular, it is wrong to jump to the conclusion that the
rank and file in the union wants to dimip this leadership o In

some sections of the UAW^ the union leadership is more militant
than the top leadership and is reacting to this militancy of
the rank and fileo An example of this is the farm equipment
leadership in Chicago

o

WINTER said that GOSSER (phonetic), who was at one
time suspended from the UAW^ has been taken back into the union
by REUTHER as the head of the skilled tradesmen and the head of
the Toledo areao The reason for this is that REUTHER needs
GOSSER for support

o

Next WINTER stated that the National Committee for
Democratic Action is a rank«and-file movement within the UAW

o

Its leaders are former leaders in the skilled trades o The
National Committee for Democratic Action is not a going concern

o

The Communist Party has a negative attitude toward this group.
The Communist Party wants this group to execute its program
through a mobilization of all the workers, not only the radicals

c

The main drive of this group is to oust WALTER REUTHER at the
next constitutional convention of the UAW<, WINTER stated that
it is his opinion that the National Committee for Democratic
Action will not be successful in this attempt o While the workers
in the UAW may resent the union leadership , they favor unity
and will rally around REUTHER to preserve the union <,
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WINTER stated that as far as the CP can determine^
there is no new leadership In the making In the UAW as yeto
MAZEY Is only a potential o REUTHER Is trying to destroy
MAZEYo The CP should avoid helping in the destruction of
MAZEYo Then WINTER took issue with the fact that "The Wor»ker"
reprinted the speech MAZEY made in Chicago o He said, we
are hugging MAZEY a little too tightly, WINTER also stated
that he disagrees with those who overestimate the National
Committee for Democratic Action within the UAWc

Next WINTER stated that at one time the River Rouge
Plant of the Ford Motor Company had 85^000 workers, all of
whom were members of the UAW a Today there are ,28,000 workers
in this plant so there is a large body of unemployed workers,
some of whom have l4 to 15 years seniority in this plant

o

Then WINTER exhibited a leaflet with the caption
"Save Your Job," He said that this leaflet was Issued by a
Ford Local of the UAW as a result of Left initiative, but it
is not a CP leaflet « The leaflet has 120 signatures,, WINTER
said that this type of activity on a plant level is needed.
We should hold our horses and should mobilize the workers
before setting up a top committee of union leaders. He said
that there is a similar development among the skilled workers
at Fordo

WINTER exhibited another leaflet put out by a group
of Cadillac workers known as the Right Wing Green Slate o He
stated that even though this group calls themselves "Right
Wingers", their demands are like Left Wing demands o A Negro
is on the slate o The phrase "Right Wing" does not mean any-
thing and the CP has to unite with all of the workers. The
workers will unite with those who solve their grievances on the
job, those who fight the foremen for the workers, those who
fight against speed«up and those who fight against unemployment

o

Continuing WINTER said that the UAW is in terrible
shape o It is caught in the vice of the contract , When the
last contract was signed, the union undertook to police Ito
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This is "Why the UAW leadership does very little about grievances^
why it tries to stop wildcat strikes^ etCo

WINTER stated that in April, 196I, the UAW will hold
a special convention dealing with grievances and demands o This
is not a constitution convention and it will not elect officers.,
The National Auto Commission of..^^QE.j=~USA, will need the
help of the National Trade Union Commission of the CP^ USAj to
work^out_a£LopaS¥^^ this convention of the UAW*

In concluding WINTER stated that there is a need for
the CP to issue a declaration in answer to the National
Association of Manufactui'ers which has been talking about i960
being "our year," WINTER said, we should point out that this
should be the year of the workers 0

Discussion of WINTER'S Report

There was a brief discussion of WINTER *s report o The
discussion consisted mainly of questions directed to VJINTERo
Among those participating in the discussion were LOUIS WEINSTOCK,
GEORGE MORRIS, HY LUMER, DOROTHY HEALEY, IRVING POTASH and BEN
DAVIS

o

In answer to a question, WINTER said that there is
a progressive caucus in the Ford Local of the UAWo The last
meeting of this caucus was held in the Ford Union Hall with
150 workers in attendanceo STELLATO (PH), President of this
Local, was invited to attend T:he meeting, but he did not do
sOc This caucus is angry with -STELLATO and is in opposition
to him. The caucus claims that STELLATO is not clear on the
Negro question as well as other issues. However, the position
of the CP is to try to establish a working relationship with
STELLATO and explain to him his weaknesses and why some of the
ranlc and filers are angry with him.

- 7 -
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Report by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT on the
Preparation for the Pounding Convention
of the American Negro Labor Council

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT stated that he doubted that there
will be 2^000 delegates at the Pounding Convention of the
American Negro Labor Council (ANLC) in Detroit during the last
vieekend in May, He said that there is not even a good mobilisa«
tion in Detroit for this convention^ Therefore^ it will be
necessary for the CP^ and those xvho it influences^ to stay
on top of this mobilization^

LIGHTFOOT said that the ANLC is an unprecedented
movement 0 There is nothing to go by from past experiences.
There are 1 to 1^ million Negro trade unionists being mobilized
and this is most important o There are some problems in regard
to the organizational structure of the ANLC« There are dangers
of splits as a result of struggles between rank and filers and
trade union officials

o

At the convention in Detroit j, the general issue will
be the constitution. The ANLC is already working on amendmeats
to the draft constitution o The CP must be a constructive and
unifying force at the Founding Convention of the ANLC, The
Steering Committee of the ANLC met in Pittsburgh^ Pennsylvania^
last weekend. The position of Ao PHILIP RANDOLPH is very difficult*
The Steering Committee has changed clause 12 which excluded
Communists from the ANLC, Now the Steering Committee is talking
about not accepting Communists ^ Fascists and others who belong
to a totalitarian type of organization o LIGHTFOOT said that
this is worse than clause 12

o

Next LIGHTFOOT said^ we should ride along with every«
thing except a narrow movement ^ "red-baitlng"^ etCo The ANLC
has got to take up all the issues facing the Negro people ^ such
as economic and political issues^and not just trade union issues

o

Then LIGHTFOOT stated that the CP will have a Steering
Committee at Detroit tp guide CP members in attendance at the
Founding Convention of the ANLCo This CP Steering Committee
will consist of the following?
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Jim Jackson^ \^ho will be at the ANLG Convention
representing "The Worker^, " but will be able to speak for the
leadership of the CPj> USAj

BERT WASHINGTON of Cleveland

DAVE MOORE of Detroit

BERT WASHINGTON will have his headquarters in the
Statler Hotel in Detroit and CP members will be given the
location of Washington's headquarters

«

Remarks of GUS HALL on the
American Negro Labor Council

After some considerable discussion on the ANLC, there
was a summary by GUS HALLo

HALL stated that at first GEORGE MEANY was opposed
to the ANLCo Later the leadership of the ABl^GIO changed its
mind and has decided to take over and to influence the ANLC«
HALL said that it is his opinion that PHILIP RANDOLPH is not
very happy about this development o RANDOLPH would be happy to
get a big rank and file delegation which would make it possible
for him to get a cadre out of the ANLCo The CP should not be
placed in the position of playing a disruptive role in the
ANLCo Yet the CP should help to prevent the APL^CIO officialdom
and the Social Democrats from taking over the ANLCo

HALL stated that the CP will have to use common
sense and will have to roll with the punches o Even if the
CP fights against a narrow constitution and "red«baiting" in
the ANLG^ this fight should not result in a split and the
isolation of the CP from the ANLCo

In conclusion, HALL stated that the ANLC will elect
an Executive Committee of 23o To guarantee a democratic organiza-
tion^ 12 of these 23 will be from the rank and file, while 11
will be full time trade union organizers o RANDOLPH is in
favor of this type of leading committee

o
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Report from the National Steel
Commission of the CP^, USA, by
ANTON KRGHMREK

This repoiterwas not present for all of KRCHMAREK's
report

o

KRCHMAREK talked about unemployment in the steel
industry because of speed-up and automation o He said that
recently the Rarick Movement within the United Steel Workers
of America held a conference in Pittsburgh, The Rarick Move-
ment is concentrating on Local elections^ v^hich i^ill take
place this yeara DAVID MC DONALD, President of the USWA,^
is trying to expose the Rarick Movement by saying that it is
receiving funds from outside theunionc Therefore, MC DONALD
may use the Landrum^Griffin Act to get the Rarick Movement to
explain its financial set-up, KRCtMAREK stated however that
the Rarick Movement obtains money from rank and file trade
unionists and that MC DONALD will not have a leg to stand on
in regard to this charge

o

Discussion of the Report
by ANTON KRCHMAREK

GUS HALL predicted that within a few years the Rarick
Movement will take over the USWAo

:

All present at this meeting stated that the CP should
get into the Rarick Movement, However, KRCHMAREK pdnted out
that the conference in Pittsburgh was restricted to the old
members of the Rarick Movement and that at least for the
present time this Is a closed movement

o

GEORGE MORRIS stated that the newspaper with the
biggest story on the Pittsburgh conference of the Rarick Move-
ment was the "Wall Street Journal", MORRIS said that the steel
contract will be the big issue for the Rarick Movement, This
movement now recognises that the old fight against higher
union dues payments is no longer an issue in the USWA,

'

Grievances of the workers, such as speed-up, automation; and
unemployment;^ are the big issues now, MORRIS also stated that
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the Rarlck Movement asked that DAVID MC DONALD take a cut In
his salary of $50^,000 a yeaPo It was pointed out that the
salary of WALTER REUTHER Is only $22,000 a year^

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

JACK STACHEL stated that the reports of CARL WINTER
and ANTON KRCHMREK were very good since they have an
economic basis o The reportB showed that automation and speed-
up are resulting in unemployment * In regard to whether this
is the year of the manufacturers, STACHEL stated that the
National Association of Manufacturers may be boasting « The
manufacturers have not been so successful in 196O0 They were
going to smash the USWA, yet the workers won a long strike

o

It is true that the manufacturers got the Landrum«Griffin Act,,,,

but this legislation can be fought 0

Then STACHEL stated that the AFL-CIO has no program
for the working people of the United States o While the APL-
CIO has a cold war program, it has no program for economic
improvements The AFL-CIO has a program of splits 0 This is
why the Teamsters are out of the APL-CIO* All of these things
weaken the labor movement in the United States

»

Next STACHEL stated that 't'te^CP should take a more
critical attitude toward the AFL-CIO and the International
unionso The CP should expose the fact that the A5'L-CI0 and the
International unions have no program and are not fighting for
the worker. Even WALTER REUTHER no longer has a bag of tricks

o

REUTHER used to come out with somethirg new and different all
the time even though all of his schemes were not practical

o

Now REUTHER is only playing a supporting role to GEORGE MEAi^o

STACHEL warned that the CP should not mechanically
compare the x'ank and file movements in the UAW and the USWA<»
In the steel industry there is a genuine rank and file move-
ment v^hlch has existed for a number of years and this is where
the CP ought to worko

Proposal by GUS HALL with an
Amendment by IRVING POTASH

GUS HALL proposed that the Secretariat of the CP,
USA, and the National Steel Commission of the CP, USA> meet
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together and work out a most positive attitude toi^^ard the rank
and file or Rarick Movement in the steel Industry. Further,,
that the steel industry should be the main industrial concen-
tration for the CP, USA. That the CP, USA, pursue this as a
crash program for at least one or two years

o

IRVING POTASH stated thab he would fully accept this
proposal with one amendment o The amendment vjould he that the
CP, USA;, still consider the auto industry as well as the steel
industry as the chief points of concentration, but that no
other industries would be chief points of concentration by
the Party o While both the steel and auto industries would be
the chief points of concentration, the CP emphasis would be on
the steel industry* HALI4 agreed to the amendment of POTASH
and this proposal by HALL^, as amended by POTASH, was adopted
unanimously at this meeting

o

This meeting concluded at this time a It is possible
that IRVING POTASH may summarise this enlarged meeting of
the National Trade Union Commission of the CP, USA^ at the
meeting of the National Executive Committee of the CP, USA, ,

or at an enlarged meeting of the Secretariat of the CP, USAj
scheduled to be held on Monday, May 16, 196O0
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

PROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-8064l)

SUBJECT: ''V?, USA - ORGANIZATION
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CINAL

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING WOmmOYi IN ORDER TO"yKDTSCT fI!E~
IDENTITYW A MlGm' PLACED INFORMANT.

~~

furnished
ation
boncernlng

0> -"jSi^eeoncl day oQsessions of thethe May
three day meeting d atttSffaT'Executlve Committee
of the CP, USA. Details follow.

The following persons were in attendance for
the sessions of May l4, 196O:

Members of the -Nat-i-onal Executive Committee.

PHIL BART
BENJAMIN. DAVIS
GUS .HALL

3 r Bureau {ipO-^-f)^)
r- Chicago A
1 - New York

(RM)

,

.AM) (RM)
'(160-80641)

JEK'-sinmb .

(6) y
t:rrr^^ fcrrrrr)

^ MAY 16W
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50 MAY 2 6

Approved: Sent

Special Agent in Charge
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CLARENCE HATHAWAY
DOROTHY HEALEY
JAMES JACKSON
ANTHONY KRCHiyDSREK
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
HYMAN LUMER
GEORGE . MEYERS
IRVING POTASH
JACK STACHEL
JAMES WEST
CARL WINTER

Guests

BILL ALBERTSON
JIM ALLEN
HERBERT APTHEKER
MORRIS. CHILDS
BETTY GANNETT
ARNOLD JOHNSON
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG
LOUIS WEINSTOCK
WILLIAM WEINSTONE

At the suggestion of GUS HALL, IRVING POTASH was
the Chairman of the sessions on May 14, i960.

The sessions consisted of t.^P "^^"^ -peportS j one
was by ttv t.ttmf.t? on ^dnfiati9r^ f^n^^ TH«ar>ingy^ the other was
by JIM JACKSONon Agitation and Propaganda. The rest
of- th€--geis^irgnsljas devoted to^ discussions on, these reports
and an information report by MORRIS CHTTiD.^ CA}^^-,, The
reports of LUMER and JACKSON will be mimeographed.

LUMER was self^critical and critical of the
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National Office of the CP^ USA^ because sufficient leaderjship

has not been_glxeiLJ-n the field^oI^eduaa^jLono He emphasized
th^f^oFtanceo^^ most important
forms for Party education „ He said that in the National
Office of the CP^ USA^ there, is no real educational
apparatus although some individuals work on education.
He stated that WILLIAM . WEINSTONE gives him some assistance^
but J in general^ education is still being l^^^ushedaside o

There is very little ca'dTen;rain3ffi^
received its training a long" tline^ago o We have too few
ideological militants who defend theory <, The CP^ USA
has lost the habit of leading and of self study. One
might say we do not have a reading membership today,

LUMER stated that the training of educators to
teach the Party is an important task of the Party, The
training of club leaders is the next most important task.
He proposed^£_^jix_^n^ and
prac^^c^^T^rHsm^^lSninism, This would include '^an

infroductlonTF^eF^tMi^^^ such as "The Foundations
of Marxism-Leninism" by OTTO KUUSINEN,

LUMER also spoke about the use of the "World
Marxist Rejvlew^^ He said that this magazine is yery^
-valua Die 7"but™the total circulation in the US is just a
little over 800 copies. He proposed a drive to double
this circulation,

LUMER also proposed the setting up of a national
^i!iSSMiii2E^S5^ ^ucatlonal apparatus o_ The task of tf3~s
^pparatuT^houIBTlDeT:hat of issuing study outlines and
organizing: schools . The apparatus should be subdivided
into departments, LUMER proposed that he be in charge
of organizing the schools /or education apparatus and that
he contact the districts in this regard. He proposed that
WILLIAM WEINSTONE work in the area of cadre training.
Someone^ not LUMER^ . should be in ch_arge of r.^gitation;,
even though he has this task at the present, Pui?thermore^
the more important districts should assign cadre for
similar tasks,

PHIL BART talked about the loss of cadre and the

- 3 -
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need to retrain cadre <> He said that the main losses were
;among the middle cadre o , They were of the age level of
25 to 40 years o Today the average club chairman, has
been in the CP for 20 years o This means that^ the^aiity
has not trained any new cadre and J^s^not training any

JACK STACHEL stated that because of a lack
of understanding of. theory and a lack of education^ the
party does not react to events soon enough on the lower
levels o Therefore^ if the leading comrades would meet with
the clubSj they could raise the level of education and
get the clubs to react faster to current events 0

QUS HALL stated that^the top leadership_oiVthe
CP is, not equlDX)j£d....to traiy otheSs^^
necessary to raise the educati oji_lej^^l_of_^ leadership.
There is a need to cut out bomBast and longlHirSetoessj
a need to q-uit being so shallow minded and a need to
really begin to study and to help educate others

«

WILLIAM WEINSTONE talked about the importance
of the new book^ "The Foundations of Marxism-Leninism".
He stated that he doubted that he could accept the
assignment for cadre training which LUMER suggested for
him because he is in poor health

«

i

LOUIS WEINSTOCK stated that there are plenty of
nembers of the CP who could be a part of the cadre. DOROTHY
HEALEY stated that the CP does not apply Marxism-Leninism
to the USo Many books are being released which analyze
the American scene, but we in the CP do not do this.

In his report, JAMES JACKSON read several pages
of a volume of LENIN on ag^fca^fcloa-aad,, D.ECtpiasatt4a> which
was written in 1897, JAdKSONstated that agitation
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Is supposed to arose pe(y)J,B---oa--B-effie-^^ Propaganda
Is mofe of. a long term (^n£^nt^e.ni,FX\ed^^Rlm seeils

of Ideas In the minds of the moEe^djm He
referre'SHto a remaBTTDy GUS^ that the^agltatlonal
material of the CP^ USA Is abominable.

Then JACKSON talked about what is necessary to
get an audience, , He said^ the CP must compete with
Madison Avenue o The advertising in the US is very slick
and very effective. The CP must put out reading: maj^ial
which will,i;ompete with Madison Avenue o Skills in the
Party whiclTcarr^o tlii sInusF^F^i 11 zed o The Party must
use the art of sloganizing in order to develop good
propaganda 0 The Party needs agitators and prgBafl^sts
who have mastered theo^^jia comCTnM^^^ f^^^

to produce reaSabIeT^lindattractive material

o

JACKSON said that if the Party does not use radio
and/or television ^ it will not reach the people . He also
discussed the use of "The Worker" as an agitator and
propagandisto He said plans are now being formulated
for a daily paper and perhaps the "Daily Worker" will be
issued again by 196I0

ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG stated that the revisionist
assault against the CP^ USA resulted in a lessening of the
distribution of theoretical literature « However^ he has
plenty of this material on hand^ but the GP^ USA is not
buying or using it.

BEN DAVIS stated vie are still far from having
ideological imity, in the CP, Actually we have a united
fro^nt oF'Ideoiogy'^^^ o

CARL WINTER stated that he does not agree that
the CP has to . compete with Madison Avenue. V/hile he would
like to see the CP have livelier leaflets^ it must appeal

- 5 •
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to the workers o Many workers are suspicious of leaflets
printed on slickpaper,

CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT stated that until the CP tackles
the problem of getting cadre in a practical way and takes
into consideration the overall needs of the individuals^
it will not get results*

HERBERTH APTHEKER stated^ we must find the
key to put into^a person's mirido Then we must turn that
key so as to expose the lies of the US Government such
as the lie on the U-2 flight over the USSR, The Party
must put passion and feeling into its agitation. It must
learn hQ.w.^.tQ.,.agitate, and propagMLdl^^^x)J2^e,i^
socialism _anj. patriotismo We have to destroy the image
of "t;omral^s1r^^ to their country o In truth;,
we are the patriots] we fight for peace and to destroy
the lies ofltiie government for the good of our country,

LOUIS WEINSTOCK stated that "The Worker" advisory
committee has, been established o No one should be surprised
if this committee should start a drive for 100^000 to
150,000 dollars to lay the basis for republication of the
"Daily Worker",

GUS HALL said he has heard the same story from
TMRACHTENBERG on numerous occasions, TRACHTENBERG better
stop talking about old titles. We need a new list of
titles^ books and pamphlets. He said he has told this to
TRACHTENBERG before and is telling him again. TRACHTENBERG
has got to get out of the past,

HALL stated, in style, form and content, our
literature reads like it was put out by people who do not
care if they influence a single soul or if anybody ever
reads ito Some of the stuff is Just put out for the record.
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HALL also stated he is of the opinion that the CP needs
to compete with Madison Avenue, Also the Party needs
to develop a system of finding out what effect it's
material has on the people. He also suggested the
setting up of two watch dog committees of from 40 to 50
people to read and then to criticise "The Worker" and
"Political Affairs" 0

.

WILLAIM -JWEINSTONE stated that more passion and
more heat is needed in the propaganda speeches of the Party
g)eakers if they want the people to believe them. Most
of the speakers read their material as if they do not
believe it themselves

o

LUMER proposed that both his and JACKSON'S reports
be adopted 0 HALL asked if LUMER intended that LUMER 's
suggestions be included in the motion for adoption, LUMER
replied in the affirmative and the NEC adopted the
proposal 0

~ ~

—

^ ^
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^ United states gov ENT-

TO MTo Ao Ho Belmont

FROM
: Mro Po Jo. Baumgard

date: May 18;, I96O

1 - Mro Parsons
1 « Mr^ Belmont
1 - MTo Baumgardner
1 « MTo Dise

subject: COMMUNIST PARTY o USA -

ORGANIZATION
^"iNfERNAT'S^ - C

The newly elected Communist Party (CP)^ USA^, national
executive committee held its first meeting in New York City on
5/13-I5/6O0 Among the important matters discussed were the
following

s

CP Electoral Policy

The Party ^s electoral policy includes three main aspects;
(1) participate in elections to influence their outcome, (2) raise
issueS;> sharpen demands and mobilize the people and (3) use elections
to promote the Party^s programo It was stated the Republican Party
has been seriously damaged as a result of the "spy plane" incident
and the peace issue is now more important than evero The Party has
3 duty and responsibility to bring together the "non-Party left" so
they can play a role in the i960 elections o The Party must develop
Independent political action and try to run candidates for office
wherever and whenever possible

e

Education and Ideology

There has been a lack of leadership in the field of educa-
tion and no real educational apparatus exists in the CP^llUSAj* The
habit of reading and self«^study has been lost and there is very
little cadre training in the Party todayo National educational
apparatus was proposed as was a six-month study period throughout
the Party on the theory and practice of Marxism-Leninism o It is^
necessary to raise the educational level of Party leadership so these
leaders , can assist in the training of others o Only two CJP districts
have had ^continuous education directors, namely. New York ^an^j Chicago

c

Agitation and Propaganda

Agitation is supposed to arouse people on an immediate
issue, while propaganda is a long-term concept designed to plant the
seeds of ideas in the minds of the more advanced thinkers o The Party
needs agitators and propagandists who can produce attractive and read-
able materialc In style, form and, content, CP literature today reads
as though it were put out by someone who does not care whether it is
ever read or whether it has any lilT&luer^xian on the ipasseSoio Ml medij^

100-3-69 I |/ 1\ .
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Memorandum to Mro Belmont
REs COMMUNIST PARTY/ USA -

ORGANIZATION
100«3-69

^1 including television, radio and film strips, must be used in this
work,, Agitation must have an immediate relationship to the daily
life of the masses o The Party must use "The Worker" for agitation
and "Political Affairs,** the monthly theoretical journal, for

I propaganda

o

The International Situation

v| The "spy plane" incident created "the most massive self-

I
exposure that has taken place in history" and has led to an impossible

I
situation because no open defense has been received from any quarter

o

.The peace forces in the world have never had such a clear«cut issue

«

The Party must point out that the United States Government is
reinstlihjfck^g McCarthyism in that the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) and the National Security Council are becoming the dominant
forces in American foreign policy o The Party should (l) point out

. the Uo So Government has become committed to the use of atomic
weapons by its Armed Forces, (2) point out the moral degradation of .

the United States in being allied with Franco and Chiang Kai-shek,
(3) point out the racism, arrogance and rottenness of the ruling classt

I

in the United States (4) point out the growing need of preventative
war in military circles and (5) must intensify its struggle against
CIA and other such forces o Khrushchev can be counted upon to adhere

)
to a policy of promoting peace, coexistence and progress in the
settlement of the Berlin issue o All developments in the "plane

I
incident" are examples of the way Khrushchev takes advantage of
contradictions existing in the bourgeois world and uses those con-

I
tradictions to further peaceful coexistence

o

Election of CG 5824-S as Foreign Affairs Secretary

1.

Gus Hall proposed that CG 5824-s:be elected secretary of
the foreign affairs committee of the Party in view of the very
important job he has been doing and the real contributions he has
made in this specific field o In this position, CG 5824«S is answer-
able to the national executive committee and is considered a part
of the national executive committee although he was not elected to

1 the national executive committee « The selection of the informant
for this positim will not be announced beyond the national executive

]i committee o At the present time the foreign affairs committee is a

committee of one^ This is the first time we have had an informant
associated with the national executive committee

o

~ 2



Memorandum to Mr, Belmont
RE J COMMUNIST PARTY ^ USA

ORGANIZATION
100-3-69

ACTIONS

This is for your Information, This material will- be
disseminated in the next issue of the Cmrresit Intelligence Analysis,
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(Type in plain text or code)
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TO:

PROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI (IOO-3-69)

SAC, PORTLAND (100-9258)

q|>,-Tl/S^ ORGANIZATION
IS - c — ^

CINAL

A June "control" of Party members has been ordered
by the national office of the CP, according to an announcement
by NORMAN HAALAND, Oregon state CP chairman, to members of
the Party's state board at a meeting on the night of 5/19/6O.

:b7D

ion

advised this date that HAALAND told 'the
state board members that instructions calling for the "control"
or collection of data on members had been handed down by
GFS HALL, the national organization's general secretary.

It was pointed out to HAALAND that such a registrat
of members was conducted only recently prior to HAALAND' s-

attendance at the March meeting of the national committee.;.
Nevertheless, HAALAND said, the procedure must be followed'
again, HAALAND indicated that he would notify the other
Party iclubs in Oregon outside Portland, According to 305,
the registration wlll-inelude the usual data as to age of
members, number of years in Party, occupation, etc.

THORNTON
#1

3-^Bureau (RM)

2 Portland
;i 100-9258)
11 100-3952 Sub 14)
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

PROM : SAC, NEW YORK (lOO-8064l)

0
SUBJECT: C^0M[MJ5T-JARTX._JJSA ORGANIZATION

IS - C
^" - .

CINAL

'he^ollowlng Is a summary of Information furnished
Al I on 5/13/60, in regard

''of sessions of a three day meeting of
SXecutlve Committee of the CP, USA, being

held in the National Headquarters of the CP, USA, 23
W, 26th St., NYC. Pull details will follow:

The following members of the NEC were in
attendance:

PHIL BART
BENJAMIN DAVIS
EUGENE DENNIS
GUS HALL
CLARENCE HATHAWAY
DOROTHY HEALEY
JAMES JACKSON
ANTHbNY KRCHMAREK
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

Bureau (ipn ? f^nV (i^)
^

1 - Chicago A
1 - New York

JEK :mmb
(6)

100-30641)
^AM) (RM) .b7D

Approved: .
,

Sp.^cial Agent in Charge

Sent -M Per
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HYMAN LUMER
IRVING POTASH
JACK STACHEL
JAMES WEST ' .

' CARL WINTER
'

The following Invited guests were also in attendance

. BILL ALBERTSON -

JAMES ALLEN
HERBERT APTHEKER
MORRIS CHILDS
BETTY GANNETT
ARNOLD JOHNSON
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG
LOUIS WEINSTOCK

JAMES JACKSON was the Chairman of the session .

on 5/l3/60j and this session dealt only with aspects of .

the electorM?„ policy of the CF^ USAo The main remarks
were made by JACK.. STACHEL o While STACHEL made some
suggestions^ no proposals were made at this session

»

STACHEL said that there are three aspects of
Party policy in electorMl matters and this policy was
adopted as far back as 1955. These three aspects are:

Ic The party participates in elections to
influence their outcome o • _

2, The party raises issues, sharpens demands^
and mobilizes people.

3. The independent role of the CP in bringing
about a realignment and in raising its own problems.

STACHEL stated that two new factors have,
influenced the electoral-:, situation in the last week m§-
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Transmit the following in
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(Type in plain text or code)
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t DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

5 SAC, NEW YORK (100-1288l4)O
SUBJECT rZCJL^^JJ^

NEW YORK DISTRICT
ORGANIZATION

(00 5 NY)

On 5/13/60, NY 2358-S* advised that the CP, USA,'
NYD Organization Commission matron this date at CP
Headquarters, 23 West 26th St., NYC. WILLIAM ALBERTSON
(CP USA NYD Orgauiization Secretary) acted as Chairman of
^his meeting and stated the agenda^would be as follows:

1) Organization question
,2) Election campaign
3) Peace question.

ALBERTSON on taking up the first point stated th'

the National Organization Commission was considering conducting
a national registration some time in the fall. It would give
the Party nationally the first picture of its membership
since "the crisis", and the ' overcoming of "the crisis "

^Bureau (100-3-69) (RM)
TT- NY 100-12881? (CP,USA,NYD Membership) (4l4)
1- NY 100-806it-l (CP,USA,0rgani2ation)(4l5)
1- NY 100-128823, (CP,USA,NYD Dom.Mm. ) (4l4)
1- NY 100-128812 (CP.USA NYD Pol. Activities
1- NY 100-128814 (414)

, . REC= II i

JPLsras
(9)

3 ^ ji'rm

,.Qf MAY 27 1960
Approved: .

Special Agent in Charge

Sent Per
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NY 100-128814

ALBERTSON continued by stating that a special type of
registration form would be used. It will not only count
members 5 list ages and length of time in the Party ^ but it
will list other background information.

ALBERTSON then proceeded to discuss dues payments
by the membership of the Party o He stated that between now
and June 30 every effort must be made to have all members
paid up to June 30tho

During the discussion on the question of dues and
registration a comment was made that "when a comrade registers
we don't take his name or his address,"

ALBERTSON then proceeded to give a short report
on the Primary Election Campaign being waged in New York
City. He gave a brief summary on the different election
districts and the candidates involved.

ALBERTSON then took up the 3rd point on the
agenda which was the Peace Questtono ALBERTSON in
discussing the plane incident stated that the reaction of
the overwhelming majority of the American people was that
there was no excuse for it. The U*So Government has not
been able to make one single statement which would give them
the offensive*

ALBEKTSON stated that "we" have a role to play^,

the club leadership of the Party has to sit down with the
club membership to help the comrades decide the best approach
in expressing themselves to EISENHOWER while he is at the
Summit Conference o ALBERTSON informed those present "to

-2-
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keep talking peace like you never talked before

ALBERTSON then stated the next meeting of the
State Organization Commission would be held May 27 ^ 1960<
Meeting was then adjournedo

Approved:
, ^

Special Agent in Charge

as-

sent M Per
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

IS « C

NY 2010-S, on 5/19/60, advised that the
following statement on the failure of the Siammit Meetigg
was issued for the National Secretariat of the Coipwnlst
Pa^rTTj^f^^ie^lto thelSeneral
Secretary:

"The failure of the Sunimit negotiations to
take place is a serious setback to the cause of world
peace and disaniament and to the ending of the c"oIT*waro

rCTias created a situation which calls upolTTEnSerTcin
people to think soberly concerning the causes and the possible
consequences of this development and to avoid being swayed
by hysterical reactions*

^^Responsibility for this failure must be
placed at the door of those ^^arj3jHard]]cod ^

in our country who have unceasingly maneuvered and intrigued
^

to scuttle any serious negotiations for peace and mu^^t^^bj

placM^at ,J:jie jdog^ which has
yielded to these elements and become a party to their double--

dealingo

Bureau (100-3) (RM) ;
^^^^^ — ^^^^^

f: New York (100-80641) m MAY 20 I960

GAF:mfw (414)

Sent .M Per

Charge



NY 100-80641

"This was expressed in a series^^pf jhcidetits-

V

indieatlBg that there was no real intehtioti of
seeking agreement with the Soviet: Union o 'These

^

l?y the provocative act of sending a spy plane acrpss the
Soviet Union on the very eve of the Sui#ait meetingis fpllowed
by tieci^^^^ipji^^ that sucli : ,[

\^

vioiatiori^ of the territory of other nations have been and
continue to be the policy of our government* .To this was
added the failure to send even a diplomatic note of apology .

customary in such circumstances/.— / .-^-v..— .1 .

"All this represents a serious backsliding
from the /position of EISEW^^ David ^ a ppslfion which
we hailed as indicating a turn in/the direction of a^^l^^^^

of peace ; but^e cannot supgorfc ojg^^ the^jnx^B^xykl^Btand

of tfegUELISSM which has bfeen such as to bring
shame on bur country and ^o force a -situation which no leader /

of a sovereign power could enter into negotiations, A Summit
Conferenc^_is_ still vital ly needi^^> Negotiatijons for ^eace
and disarmament ^iTio~Iess urgej^ th^^bel^et The "F^ent
trlgIS'''evlnfs^'^lr^^ people to/ : ,

present waif mentaiity in big business circles^ in the State ;

iartmentj in the Pentagopij which is still very strong and
menacing in our midst^ and is a warning that the people must

;

press. for a policy of negotiation and good faith and for' dealing with
the Soviet Union as an equals the only basis on which Summit
negotiations can be successfully undertaken, \;

"The cold warriors wilt attemipt to use^ /

critical situation to plug for the stepping up of armaments 5

the sharpening of world tensions 5 and the creation pf a war
hysteriao The people of our coim|^rx„JM^^
ay.; such , eff^ desire for j)eacg^jttpre :

—
strojiglyh



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES G^^.RNMENT

Memorandum
Lf

TO
: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3°^

FROM
: SiC, IPO (lOO-ij^J? H)

subjectK CBj TJ5A.

Ma3?yl'^a=Do Co District
Washington Field Division
Organization

date: 5/24/60

>1

On 5/20/60j» MP 1016-S^ advlsed^that on that date^
CLiRBNCE and HEIEM (HJEEMIOS discussed ^m^^)^m.%m_^^J^ "^MSm.^
(WAP) sponsG2?ed Memorial Meeting Mhich^as to be "BeH' In honor
of the Imte GBRIRDDE EVMS, on that date o

HEIJS8I Mentioned that they had a lot of peopled© pick
mp^^ for the meetingo She stated that It was almost like
^^the old days^^o IShil© discussing ^y there was not. more activity
in this areap HEIEK stated that there Has not any leadership in
this areao She said that she gets so dismasted that ^'she Mould
be Milling to take overo^^

GLiRENCE stated that there still is not any good
leadership in New Yorko

HEIMp in commenting on the WiP meetings, stated ^'that

big nothing BILL (JOHNSaj) will be there tonight swelling in
his own iit5>ortance o If he was gone^, we could at least ha'^e a
starto*' She said that SM ABBOTT was the only '^raal leader
that they ever had in this ar^ac ^

HEIEN said that Ht was funny that the center of .ajl

activity in this area was themselves,''although there isn^^t^^ch
to be the center ofc

GLAKESSIOE stated that when ^the depression really starts
there will be somethingo^'* He said that Hhe war scare may hold
it off but it will come in I96I just like it says in ^The Worker^

1 --J^tltimoi?© (Info) (RM)

5 -= #6' -

(1 --,100^206l|4) (HELEN GUREIiJITZ)

(1 %';iOO=2686)
( 1 = 10O=6ij.59 ) (SM ABBOTT J

iCD s jld
(9)

^,r?fit\m« (Si itii

9 -MAY 25.]fi60

/J



i

wo 100»ij.l2 H

Hie above is furnished for the information of the
Bureau and the Baltimore Office

o

Concerning the above individuals, the following is
set forthg

On lO/loAS J [ identified CLARENCE and HELEN
GUREWITZ as Ooiimmist Party merabers as of 10/6/58

On 1/18/60 ol~ lidentified BILL JOHHSdf as the
Chairman of the Coxoniunist Party in Washington, Do Go

:b7D

:b7D

On 3/ll/58,|~
[
identified SM ABBOTT as one

of the Communist Party members who attended a Communist Party
meeting in ^Silver Spring, Maryland, on l/20/58o

On 7/30/g9 J~ I advised that C2JRTRUDE EVMS
who was known to the Informant as a Commanist Party member
in the past, is currently the Executive Secretary of the WAPo
IDais informant stated that EVANS is presently held in high
regard by many individuals who were known to be Communist
members in the pas to

« 2 «



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOIiATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 01-1S-201Z

WrmSf MBM liPOT Bg 8BBD I» g^TOITO AHB BIPOBftlt^

limriw eg a wiwamm immn, i^^

~~
IM BlMiCT W TBI8 IUgflillAlIf:

S8i4-S« OS iiiP "
m ^M'Wt) lidde iViUi

IOf-4480
fork SCRffi

o io0^000f .,i|miiti.mrii. I4ii:
I o< |00«»080S\C ;lfIliLIiiM"8r:i0ifia| c*it -
I 0.3,00^1000 miMm'w^^
l-'R- 100^4004 cm lALLl C4K0:

a o .|©©oll0lT4
"^'^ ---^-^

I o M0»3>ll000(JAeB.8iil<ilAI^
a 100^0001 :>;|fiti&i^M ;ii'iiSf§p^



(u) s ©ffl Etoffidayp .my IB, imo, ms MLL and CIMS

. Im .thii'^l@tt®s?p attacks tto© 3P®s®lmti®ias ©f
tun® 17 tt&. latloml .e®w@fflti®ia 0£ t&®; IS F®Sfm also
att®«&s, ]M<fflB. PimiS ©ltd stat@s tliat tfe .isi; Ms still
^aot -tM its^if ®f iE'@vlsl®saap»o ' T® te©k tMs (gSmygSj
MSTa potot© ©Mt tHiffit liSMJH is Q«i®t®d ©jsly ®ss©@ ia tfe©

' 3r@@©lutiOffls ®i tk® 17th m%l®ml .Vour®mt±9m, I MrthfST^
iffi till© €®iaTOmtl@ffi a-esolistiQas » %h.® ptoas© • Cteffslsii=?Ia©ffiiElSM

appeasps tffito@qm®ffitly o
,

Al^ tfeos© ^©©©Iffitl^as d®, sj®t ©^©s©
till® . ^®ff£®am iiiip@s'iali@ts ' kmd d® saot ^sk©^ a ©©Btimity isi tlh®

Ms'i®vy .®t th0-:.€^^ :W^BWL &ls@ aa&es'an l@@m© ©f stat©
a®!a©p®ly eapital/;^^

(u) •

J^er.smmH ^©mlar&ed tlmt d@splt® tlbi@ £a©t ttot
QW MM* to^d suggested tfeat th® eoBiarades -^tm ©ifflt ®ff t®TO uteo w^s-®
im W®^ Tofffe City f© attead tfe® meetiag ©ff Matiomal. Sxscsati^e
CoiMitt®© slioiaild visit '®3P pSa©©®. F©STSE, m©t ©a® p®rs#a far©©

©Et ®f t@TO SiadtM'tMeE' visit®d ©s- ptom®d FOSTSSo ^ '

^: ^(u)
.Aft®r SimmH d@pa3^t®d, mm said, WOSTMB i@;Si®ls.

.11© il( %p®®riti©al aad ©api®@ all tb@ tim®. EAU. staM,
, tl|@

©©i^ades ate@ad ©©atsibiat® t® mr tx"®^abl®s wlth.TOS'JSSi B®m
©f tte- ©tSa®r C!]?s ar® already TOitiag t©-,FOSTSa im ff^iard ' t®

. pffepas-atioas ffsr-TOSflE's SOtb biaptlidfty a®st
,

F@to2iiary«

, F<QBTm ©tates tSaat th® vho}.® ntridVpays att@ffiti@ffl t®'

.@s©©pt tte® . toespicaa c©mrad®® #i® 'iaftvi ff®s'gott®ffi .Mi!*i.- MLILi
eoffi3P@ffit®dp .FOSpE inat wp't lit aai^.^^^^^^^^

Thm MLL @tat@d tSii&l.i® !3®@s . F0Sf 'a1b©Qit ©m<s@ j&

^®®k tat h® mttllms, mhhlAU wtWTmE th® pii&rp©s@ ©f
to^iag.raiMTOlIi visit.'f^ME aad BitWmw% t<s> U@ep:,.mmm
h&ppj, miL said tMt km iM.'^ th&t.MBfm, is'jg®ttiag
pl!iiys2jj8ally ®v©5Py day asad tSaat li Mli. a®t liv© Im^^

ALL IKFOnW-ATIOF CCWTA

IS UivCLASSlfi

OTHERWISE
, ,

•'

wax's®



S^ET

©ffitlmlly a^d if Si© dlllL Ea®t a@iati.iffi'm©aiSs :'&®®li

g® alomg Mt!^ tfe© i®|'^tiei«sas ®f..WSSm Im .M latest l®tt®3P.
Il^LL s&M ih^t- h.® Mli9r®s ttot. tMa '^ill. ®a.t!ss@ . F©SW t®
@lt5a©y ^it^ii^-aw tte lett®? ®r t® ®U®r ^ (u)

Biscuissi®^ lb9ti7©®sE. nUIMr^.fBiJ

m>BM TOs "Af^ifitiffig-F^SfJIlS ^^SiSB /€1E;M3)S aspffi^sd aad : appeasE'ed
' t®: M: @ME3i&!r?4ss®'^ 'di3®e»'7@?®d la.#®SfR°s
s-esidsae®. fOSfM tos m^iag, mad. .1© stat©d tiat'@f all tte©
p®®pl@ fjp®® fifflt^®f t®ra 01® wsar© ia M©tJ-York t® attead th®
«©@tlag ®f tl© Kati®aa,l; ls®®iativ©- COHaitt®©, ©aly-.MiEOTm'

tod ©ailed Mm aad :OTIL®S5'syas 'tfe© fi^st t© 'S'isifMm.
said itia-ii; ao, ®ffi© visits ' Ma lb©(sams® tfexsy d@ a®t ags-®®

witli' Ms s>@l^ey, ..Th.®j as?© Just tryiag to. Mil Mm^^
^^j^

. ffi'W stated tihat to had ^@e®±^®d a- aot® fs-oa

IMMllfll . ms-witt®a froa £S®s®ow. . la
tMs 'l@tt@3?p.::.mira Qitat®d tfimt sik® luad s®@a.]BMS M®m>
l®ad@S' ®f t]^.''€Pr®f:. Ossba la '^os®®^.

®f tfe© CP
J,
.1$^, tlm-t tfe©-lsii4©«J .States ±m

ffSSHlS said ttot. Eii©- tod ©©at a^^att^s* ;t<0) -El^seovy

^poiiatiEg mt sua iiasteE©© ^Maf® t&i® aaga^i©© "I^t^spsmtiosml
-M<i^s" tod OT®sig liia®o H© said tlmt to© 2f©e<iii^©d a s^©ply
ffroM tl^JtessiaESj tfia^mkimig Mm f®^ poiiatiBag tSuis^wto

. th(Bm 2?ii^i®ig iiiad ©g^yiiagp, 3F®S.f« said ttot d©©pit@ tM©
©.^]p)2?©©iaM®m @f IMia isi mo^mv^ OPj, fSAj, Mil mmt psrimt
M^-mt^g'iigilo-^- IS® said tSa© ©P, fM, • u^li p3?iiat Mb.
ai?ti©I® ^M©1' ms aiei aisis^es' tm thm ^^tt©lm hj . MIL IBE®1®1E

.la aag# stet©d~ tfiaat-M MILlL.is all srigBat 'tet^'ttei ©ist tli©

2*©st ml thm l©ad©3Pslhiip" as'© rigtoft Miag®g's uto® gLS»©ite^ifigt 4®
d©sto©y MeIo\^^ (u)
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DECLASSIFICATIOII AUTHORITY DERIVED FP.OH:

FBI AUTOimTIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE

(u)

1® til® Ei®adqi!iia3r"t®E"s of , tto® (Somb^ist -Psxty (Gf) j WSl, §3 '

©ia3fs4ag,:OTS^S^MlIS. ' .IMA s©i4 that: DUlI-S- jmst will saot

talk . fS'afflkly ^ith Mm asad raises. lsstii®s Isi B®®tisags ^Mtsh h®
do@s 'EOt fais® ±& pri^&t® Ms^masioma. MLh <s±t®<i as m
©saoiFl®/ tSa®' fact ttmt. BmilS st^tsd dts-iag tlbi®- !ii@®tiE!ig @t th®
national !^®OAtiv® OoBiiitt@® ®f ito. GF^ IS^ : dhsaspimg th® ^®®k®m&
of. E^y 13-15, 1©S08 ttot Hi®, im^ESp dlsagy©©i ^Itla tlos© .

.GomM®s i7ibio .@ay that^MC^MMmt Is a s'eaetioias'y .

a cl®rieal fascist. . i^LL sMd ' tliat ®^®n tkimgk te Mcl a />

tr^pri'^at® clisciassiOEii Mth BSWIS prior to tli!i® msstimg of
Efatiosial- lss®eMtiw, Co!mi tt©©s 'I^MIS did mot voiee,. tMs
^ie^oiat at' tfeis tisa©, Miy^ said that be is trylEag t® .g®t
alOiag TTitfe ©mis Iwat tSiat .lsmiS j«sst will aot tallfe to Ma.

. MLL also stated that tb® Katioaal ©ffie© of tli©

,|)CFj fS^s 6ms lb@©ia coiasideriag tSi© parctos® ©f asi amt®E®Ml©.
•^\\/?y&@)a ;®i^ tMsp .b® said tSaat Sk© TOmtsd tfia© las© of
r th® auto for tte ©ntir® stssiii®r and plam©d to take a trip to
V j.tEa© aiidwsto ©IMIS also said tteat te-iyoiild !a@t tak® wmm
^^^mw vlth.kim ©a this trip. MLL roaarked that FloeF"^

liMii is- vicioos aad that h©,; MAM.,; vo&M aot tfel©, h©r
@a a 'trip ®ith®r, Y®t ia:M@ physical coaditioa, . BMIIS
shonald mot dri^© aloa®„

^(u)
.mUL fiiarth@r stat®d'that h@ pl&m©d t® mk^A^MM

^WpY ^® g©© :,liM;Ii t© l®ara 11OT2S ' fiaaacial sitmtioa .ia
^i©^ of his a©dical essg>®ms®@ '&M plans t© & %rip. miMiB
told that -h© plaaasd- t© s©© sms and uoiald disces^
Mth.BmJIS his financial n©@ds. r©pli®d tM thisi'i7©<a;M
h©. fi^® and that hs pr®f©rr©d to h'andl© any fioinds giw®m to
©iroiS out of th®- l©s©rvfi ITunds an#:'aot-®ifflt ®f th© fiaads of
th© Efstioaal Offic© off th@ dP, ISA,

(u)



that M@ liSLcl spitting ®Md Mad Just s'®tii3r'ffl<sii 2^<m
ti® @ffi®@ of bis pMysiciaa. BIMIS said tlimt lh@ plsm®d t®

. tsik® a ]i0t®£> trip to th.® Midwest I'si.. June Mt this trip is
h®ims h®M iia abeya®'c® pemdiiss & eSmsis® ia Ms physical: e&aditi®a.y^

/A (u)
BSMIS said that h® ms also looking toT a eottag®

iffi miB® asid that h® vmM lih® to spend th@ sibuw®? im
:mim, 1® ^o^ld also lik® to l®as® azu aMtoaoMl®. . Bot^®®s!i
,|T00 as&d; $@®0 ^otiiild b® needed for th® a^to s>®atal &M &hm%

' $1§00 ^onid h® Q@®d@d for th® r®s&tal of th® eottag® as&d

roms CTIMJS t©W BSMIS that hm vomM dlmmm^ thm
fimsa^ial mmds ®ff:D3gll,SS ^itb " CTS "MILL aiai if IMKaL ligs^Siidl,

'

- (u)

sltMSitiomo . !© reffsfrsd to th© TOport osji tSii© . iEtem^tiosml
eitnaatio^ th© straggl© p©a(!s® ^bieh Imd b©©B md© by
GIS MM. at tla© Meting of thm Matioiaal 3i2S©eiitim C^Madtt®©m 15, lS)®Oo DOTIS ^©called that MML stated ttot as a
£:©sult @f eMrr©2iit ©^©Ets^, mmm gi@opl© ar© ©ayisag tSiat t&©
eMm©e© OP is S'igtot aM OTSITA raEiSlGHlV is wosago MILL
Bmd also said p w© AM©rieas&, doiMElsta' shoiild Eot im^OEit smefe

diff®r©EC©So
.

W© r©j©et s]D©®alati©E aboMt diff©5e'©sie©s b©tTO©sa
tlh© WSSE amd Chiaao^^ (u)

" ©SMES ask©d CEILDS if M fead aay r©e©at mvs of a
rift 1b@tm©B th©.Chia©©© a^d thm Ems@iams or if h@ kmv
^h©titer or TOt- EALL had :Ms©d Ms r©si«rks on asiy wbv isaforiaa^

tioiSLo CMIMS r©pli©d that h© ksi©w of mo iaformatiosa ±u tMs
r©gardo^>^(u)

lua regard to tfe© braakimg up of th© S^Mait. M®©ti2tgs
said that it wits, his- ©i^imiosit ttet ttoi^- m^-iiot-d^^

e©r©ly - to th© 1-2 spy plaa© iiacideato ©MHIS said^ Maylb®
vo failed to s©© in om dismssioB. is^ th© Matio^l . S^@OTti^©
GoMdtt©© m©©MEag that sim<s© last jamiuiaryj, th©. toit®d States
has Ib©©sa dpisag everything to pr©>?©Bat some aOTeemesato Ftorth©r,
thai' this -mist hmm oto^ioms to th© leadership, im Moseo^j
m^W if it was 2^ot ©blioMS t© mSo Th© l3aited States^ ^u)



(u)-

¥isi«0i@ia M^tKDGB IMlSi, ©!lISii)i

.el's.- til© E3©©tiE6. ®t. Midml Emm^im @mm&t'm(Bg

M^lpe^i^ tM^^ im Mq ^^9p©^^f, -i^El^i itali (B^M^imHh§ -

™ - ^ (u) . ^
^

EliQQO&iaG ®S ^&1g£©IS^i' ,i^^Oiil^&^Q .^a^^^DOk' MI^..3Bi4 1114^

Mo ^Loem 'ti©.^^, qM. ^M},^ WMMM,m Mm
Q mp^, @p ^feo, -isQii© i^lks "^apSmg i(i^i(iw»».p wl4©te' i©alo'

suAMa, ocili 'S'W wss&s^l! §0 ,WW oais!. iin MfSi te^ aas-a^i^

^ (u)

"
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Front
'

' MroctOT f fBI ilOQm>%9B9% 'Cm-

Mag for tiia Sp*^ed Graphic camera « A 17 Inch Teleroe lo^
#13731S' for .^loe tritSi ' a 4 fey S ^-camfeer Speed- Graphic eaiaera ' '

"

i© Ibeifi^ sent to your office under separate covor^ fhis leas
should be retisrsiac! -to the - Btirea^i "^^ttoiition ' .EAfeoratory' at-

;

.the. eomcliiyiosi oS'-thi^. op<0ratioa« y •

/*''•.

" \n reply to yoOT. s»^uiest r^ardii^. film' to 'toe' .yoexS.
"

witli' :t&e- -Sotot - e^ner?^ , ^ou are adirised - ttet t^iwl , f ilm' m^Ml'^ ^
"

.be; tko tei5:5t to'^se mdor the lo^ l^^oS. Mghtii^ oonditioiiB-'
present in this situation,. Tdu wili Ise able to obtain
additional' speocl fs-o^a fri**^ film' 'proloi^e?! - d^^^olo^Bsont wor
that Feeo!!E:©Hded: fey: t&e iLmnufaetEi^as**. I?3POl0^ofi':.i0!fea0p3Oiat'
greater.- tto's doiiMo t&©' s^^ecommeiidefi deireloping tis#/is. ;^t - v

. reeoimended e^c^t ' in .'e^^t^a^e . conditionyB^

;1 , SSs? * > Prop0rty, ., Sectiop

.

TELETYPE' UNIT CU



. Date:. 5/1®/®© •.

: I

Transmit the following in

' AIRfSL .

Via

(Type in plain text or code)

.Am MIL . :

. (Priority or Method of. Mailing)
I

-L.

BIMCTOl, FBI- (100

SAC, ESSmAFOLIS

mi LABOMTOEY ' '

MECMNICAL: DIVISICJ^'

0CF, USA OmMIMTlOM
iiLc

'
'

'
—

CP Fam Cosiif©2'0S3ic® -TO© to to© iisld gat tto© Mdir©^^ Hot©!;, ;Mg)3LSc p

Klimop on 5/28 aM ir'

This Offffic® is 'iplMEiinig © ,
pSaotogr^pfiaic sOTveilMinic©

of tto® aeetisa® room of^tk<B m^^minlne of this hotelo The' : .

'

'distasac© fro® the eame^n lomtioia to the siatojects irill-to© siboBt
75 to 10© f©eto TMe tMg^toini x©^disag wltto m Westosn light m©tor
f03? thiB corridor is pres©Etlf batmeEH loS ^nd 3o2o .St ±m
feop©d'ttot this lijgtetisag . c^sa -to© iMprov©d hf placiisg two floor

ic© 2.init©HaQls to' MS© §L 1© M
CM©rgi from this po^itioao It a^ticipg^t©© lasiaig . tfe© Sp©©d (SrapMc
©l^o .fe©c^iss© of t&© distiiinic©' Md tfe©'. gisomt of lights

\ Th© Ber©M is r©gM©st©d to s©sid this Offfic© iM©diat©ly
17^ S®o3 Teleros i©gis" for th© Sp©©d- Graphic o B^raan i© also

r©qTss©st©d to ^dvis© thi^ Offic© ^hich would to© th© b®©t 35 nm film
to lb© itased ^ith th© robot ca®©rsi frop this posit ioisio

% ' '
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CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE FOLLOWING INFORMAE* 10^ Br^t'^msTm^r'Mmm' OF THg Il^ORMA-
TION TENDS TO IDENTIFY A HIGHLY PLACED AND SENSITIVE INFORMANT .

NY 2359-S» advised that a meeting of leading CP
functionaries was held this date in the 3rd floor Board Room
at CP Headquarters, NYC* Among those in attendance were;

6US HALL
BENJAMIN DAVIS, JR.
CLARENCE HATHAWAY
IRVING POTASH
JACK STACHEL
ARNOLD JOHNSON
WILL WEINSTONE
HY LUMER
PHIL BART /

According to the informant, the meeting concerned
itself with the possible preparation of an editorial for^The
Worker" tor a Party statement to be issued regarding the Siammit
meeting

o
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CLARENCE HATHAWAY opened the discussion and stated
that the decisive thing is their (UoS.) asserted right to fly
planes at will over another country for the purpose of espionage
and also the fact that they now assert that they will take these
proposals to the UN^ to force them on the Soviet Union*
HATHAMAY stated that this indicates that they (U»S;y gi¥e up /

this point o _ dig n6t

HATHAWAY said that in another paragraph "I would
say that %e^^ bring in the point that they (U»&j have their
atomic planes constantly in the air and if their radar screen
detects any object coming over^ they send a whole mass of
atomic planes in the direction of the Soviet Union^

IRVING POTASH said that in the '^editoriair it
should open up with, the declaration that '^we" deeply regret .

that the hopes of humanity in the Summit #iich "we'^^ shared
fully could not be realized. He said that ^^we^' must point
out that EISENHOWER, in saying that the flights have; been
suspended^ is not enoxagh because that does not recognize the
fact that the flights are wroiig and could be resumed at any time*>

"We^ shouM have something in^'^The Woi^er" that equips our
comrades to handle such questions as the **apologyo*V

GtJS HALL said "I^ think ^we" underestimated the
seriousness of the crisis* Take the question of the policy
of the U*S. «^double-dealihg^ two-faced, and gangster-like /V
On the one hand^ the UoS* was talking about peace ^and negotiation
and even taking some hesitating steps^ but at the same time,
following a DULLES policy in preparation for war o '*I" am sure
that this policy was not unknown to the Soviet. Union, but you
reach a point that if you allow the UoSo to continue negotiating
and to continue preparations for war, then you get to a place .

where you are betraying the interests of the peace forces of the
worldo ''I" think that the Soviet Union had decided that it ,had
reached a point where you could not continue such a policy
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HALL stated that, in his opinion^ the situation
has stabilized enoiigh so that it is not going to change daily

^

''"I" think we understand that and we do not have to discuss
it . any more« ^^¥e* have urgent problems* and that is how to
mobilise the Party to give the .Party m^erial^ the arguments
and the outlook,, After the Party is mobilized^ we can mobilize
the American people* Now JACK STACHEL has something on the
concrete questions*

JACK STACHEL then made the following remarks 5

The Party must be mobilized ideologically* He
proposed that ^%e^^ need a statement that will unify and solidify
the Party ideologically but "hitting out'* at this conception

.

that war las now become inevitable* STACHEL said that he would
suggest that a group of comrades be selected to prepare what
you might call speakers^ material^ a collection of documents^
and statements^ ^

Continuing^ STACHEL said^ ^I'* propose that "we^^ have
a special meeting within the next two weeks of all leading
personnel;lin order to reach el?^:^ member of every club^ the
idea being that before the month of June is over^^we'^'* have mobilized
the Party ideologically through our. Pax*ty statement^ speakers
and leading personnel

o

^I" propose that "we^ go in the direction of unifying
mass progressive peace forces around this situation g Comrades
shall place themselves in contact with all left forces that
exist around the Soviet -American Friendship Committee^ certain
national groups^ former members of the Progressive Party ^ the
^^Guardian" and similar group So

STACHEL said that ^''we" should reach out and talk
to them personally and ask them what they think should be done
in order to determine what Joint things might be done* He
said that "we" should move in the direction of organizing
mass meetings of a united front charactero

- 3 -
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WIU-IM IffilNSTONE suggested the fpllbwing to or4er
to get the position of the Party before the wide masses of
people: (1) GUS HALL should call a press conference (bo date
mentioned)* (2) Possiblj a repres^ntati¥e of the Party should
appear onrW*- -

" •

BEN DAVIS proposed that a statement should be issued
by the Party and that a mass membership meeting should be
called, wherein each Party member would bring a non-Party person*

DAVIS stated that the Party's view on KHRUSHCHEV'S position @ in

Paris is a great attraction to the broad masees of workers because
they wmt to know what the Communists have to say about this
situation* ^

^

•

'

IRVING POTASH commented that what KHRUSHCHEV said
must be presented in a reasonable way« He said that a statement
by the Party would be good, but more is needed^ He suggested
mass distribution^^peace literattare on this issue « POTASH also
suggested that a meeting should be called under the auispices of \

'^The Worker" and not the Party, in order to give ai Coamunist
Party spokesman an opportunity to explain what happened and what
is the position of the Party*

Regarding the above ^ it is noted that on 5/18/60,
NY 2353-S^ advised that WILLIAM AtBERTSON^ (CPUSA-NYD Organization
Secretary), mentioned that an open meeting would be held on

5/25/60 at 7:30 p*m* at Central Plaza Annex, NYC, at which GUS
EALL would speak on ^Vhat Happened at the Summit o**' According
to ALBERTSON, the affair would be sponsored by ''Friends of The
Worker and JAIffilS JACl^ON would be the Chairman of this affair o
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TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3=69)

FROMs SAC^ LOS ANGELES (100-26044)

SUBJECTS .j2omm^m?~mw^mA^
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT

IS-C
CIMAL

CS LA 4008-S^ has fxirnished information indicating
that AR¥ILLA JACKSON^ who has been doing general secretarial
work and serving as a receptionist in the Southern California
District headquarters office for the past few months^ has had
an offer of a new Job doing general office work and will leave '

her job !fith the Party within the next week and a half o

JACKSON recommended that the Party clubs located near the:,

district headquarters office be contacted and requested to send
a member over one day a week Just to keep the office open and
answer calls* JACKSON volunteered to come in on Saturdays
and do all the mimeographing and other office chores.

BEN DOBBS^ Executive Secretary^ observed that he
had been thinking of securing an answering service for the
telephone inasmuch as half of the calls are from cranks anyway*
DOBBS will look further into the possibilities of securing an
answering service

^
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May 13, i960

Time J Type and Place of Meeting

On Friday afternoon. May 13, 19^, the National
Executive Committee of the Comraunisfi-Sasjjr, USA (CPUSA)
met in Communist Party (CP),,,44sa:SqSjarters72| West 26th Street
New York City, This was Ime first day ofg/ scheduled three
day meetlngo V
Persons in Attendance

The following members of the National Executive
Committee were in attendance;

(u)

PHIL BART
^

BENJAMIN DAVIS
EUGENE DENNIS
GUS:.HALL
CLARENCE HATHAWAY
DOROTHY HEALEY

\|,JAMES JACKSON
Xanthony KRCHMAREK
VCLAUDE • LIGHTFOOT

HYMAN LUMER
IRVING POTASH
JACK STACHEL
JAMES WEST
CARL WINTER

The following invited guests were in attendances

BILL ALBERTSON
|f?AMES ALLEN
HERBERT APTHEKER
MORRIS CHILDS

, „ [BETTY GANNETT
(u) TONOLD JOHNSON

(U)

= 3 -
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fALEXMDER TRACHTENBERG
LOUIS WEIN3T0CK

(u) /^JAMES JOHNSON vjas the Chairman, of this Bessiotio

Re?aarks on Some Aspects of Electoral. Policy
ofM;he_^CPU^_b^^

JACK STACBEL spoke on BOvx<d aspects of electoral
f

policy „ He explained thai; he was not making arepox^t and was
not issuing a policy statement since all of these were made
at the meeting of the National Committee in Chic ago

o

STACHEL referred to three aspects of Party policy
in regard to electoral matters and said that this policy was
adopted as far back as 1935 <> These three main aspects ares

lo The CP participates in elections to influertce
their outcome!

2. The CP raises issues^ sharpens demands and
mobilizes peoples

3o The independent role of the CP in bringing
about a realignment and In raising its own problems <,

Then STACHEL stated that two new factors have influencec
the electoral situation within the last week and these ares

1. The sharpened world situation and the introduction
of tensions as a result of the U-2 flight over the USSRj

2o The victory of Senator KENNEDY in West Virginia
and the elimination of Senator HUMPHREY from the Presidential
campaign o
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Then STACHEL polemized ag3d.n3t those in the CP
who do not ivadartStatid the three fundainental aspects of CP
electoral policy avid say that since the CP is not
participating in the elections vfith a National ticket then
the entire Party policy on elections must be wrong

o

Next STACIIEL ^oferred to the remarks of G'QS HALt
at the last meetiai:;af the Naf;:lonrI Conetlttee, HALL had
said that the book:^. are i-ot yet closed ^.m the noirdnation-.
of candidate^j for Prasiaent* There: axvi mass niove-uents
in the making in Ihe United States and taese mass movements
may influence the outcome of both the Democratic and
Republican National Conventions

o

STAOHEL stated that while he vrould not analyze
the present .toternatlonal sittiatiou he vrould use it as a
reference. Ti\cre .Is no question b.it that all who know
politics^ including the newspaper coluninlsts^ say that
the Republicaa Paroy lost its best issue during the last
two weeks and that is the issiAe of peace o The shooting
down of an American plana over the Soviet Union has made
peace even more of a critical issue in the election campaign
than it was up to now ai:d it cannot be submerged « RICHARD
NIXON is in a tough spot and is the biggest loser since he
is identified with the policy of the Administrationo There
is a possibility now that JACK KENNEDY or ADLAI E. STE¥ENSON
may be the candidate of the Democratic Party,, The thing to
note is the emergetice of ADLAI STEVENSONo At this point
STaCEELv referred to the speech made by STEVENSON in Chicago
on May 12^ i960.

Then STACKEL stated th<tt the issues raised at
the meeting of the National Coromit'tee ivi Chicago in the
reports of GUS HATjL and BEN DA7IS are Btill the dominating
Issues and these are peace and civil rights.

STACHEL said that the CP ought to Qhoose areas or
states in which it can ran candidates for office 0 The CP
ought to struggle for realignment in both the Democratic
and Republican Parties and should point to the limitations

. 5 .



of the two-party systeirio The CP ought to work for the
emergency of a nov7 party^ whatever the name of such a
party might beo

Next STACIiSL proposed the brltigliig together of
non-Communist Left and progressive people who were formerly
in the Progressive Fai/ty or in the American Labor Party in
New Yorko Some of their o people are nc:^ fr^astrated politically
and are often vic*Mi»ia oi' sectarianism and the TrotskyiteSo
The CP ought to use itB initiative to bring auch people togethp^
in order to work for a labor party or to support some
independent' candidateso

STACHEL proposed that wherever possible the CP
should nominal;^ oandir'/aires in its own name or in some
other name* To.e ruiin::n3 of candiciates in the name of the
CP is not contradictory to the throe basic aspects of the
electoral policy of the CPo Whether or not the CP nominates
candidates in its own name is not a question of principle^
If the CP does not nominate candidates in its own name
it is because practical problems stand in the way- It would^,
however^ be good for the CP to i*un candidates wherever
this is possible since this would strengthen the legality
of the CPo

STACHEL then stated that in the meeting of the
subcommittee on electoral policy of the CP they discussed
the difficulties of getting CP candidates on the ballot

«

ARNOLD JOHNSON differed with the majority of the members of
the subcommittee, JOHNSON said that even if the CP nominated
a Presidential candidate and got this candidate on the ballot
in only one state^^ this would be an advance over the present
situation and the Partv .^ould use this to campaign in the
entire country

o

Continuing STACHEL said that the majority of
the subcommittee did not agree v/ith ARNOLD JOHNSONa This
majority felt that it would be better for the CP to launch
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a eawpalgn to amend the laws to pennit minority parties ^
to get on the ballot c If necessary the CP should work
for ai amendment to the U,So Constitution so that minority
parties can get on the ballot

o

Then STACHEL suggested that tlie CP do the
following

s

lo Adopt election platform;

2o Nominate candidates in various states utidet^

Vat^ldus labels - these candidates to popularize the CP
position on many issyes, That the CP set up some machinery
including a platform committee ^ and prepare an election
platform to be ready In Juneo Aim to dlBtrlbute one million
copies of thlti platfcivij

3« Election conferences should be held in all
states wherever it is possibles

4. That ..a. National Election Conference of the
CP be held in September^ possibly simultaneously with a
meeting of the National Committee?

5» That an election campaign committee be
established and con.^ih^t of from 35 to 50 people, one-third
of these to be Negioey^ some to be women and some to be
representatives of the National GroupSo That this point
be referred to the Secretariat in order to get legal advice
ip regard to ito

Remarks of BEi: DAVI3

BEN DAVIS sta'c^d that he agreed^ in general ^ with
the suggestions of JACK STACHEL including the three basl<a
points on electoral policy which were adopted albng time agOo
However 5 this is not enough. We are in a new situation « We
have to clarify the religious issue o We have to stress the
youth issue o JACK KENNEDY received a big vote in West Virginia
because he is attracting the youthc We must stress the spy
case « the shooting down of the U-2 plane over the Soviet Uniono
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DAVIS said that there is an ups.xarge among the
people in the United States. The Negroes are fighting in
the North and in the South. The aged are fighting for a
health program. The reason the United States sent a plane
over the Soviet Union was to create hysteria and to reverse
the upstirge of the people in the United States. Most of th6
Democrats are in the camp of President EISENHOWER.

DAVIS suggested that the CP ought to fight to
get a Presidential candidate on the ballot. If the CP is
ruled off the ballot then it should appeal to the United
Nations, We can use the appeal of Secretary of State
iCHRISTIAN HERTER in behalf of the counter-revolutionaries
'in Cuba. If HERTER can demand rights for the Cuban counter-
revolutionaries^ then we can demand rights for Americans.

Remarks of ARNOLD JOHNSON

ARNOLD JOHNSON emphasized the need for an independent
GP National ticket even if this ticket gets on the ballot in
only one State

«

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

EUGENE DENNIS stated that the CP might review the
three basic aspects of electoral policy but he believes that
they are correct even though they have been subjected to
change. These three aspects of electoral policy have had to
be given different tactical emphasis in the paste

DENNIS stated that he disagreed with the suggestion
of ARNOLD JOHNSON. He described it as a gimmick and said that
the CP should not try any gimmicks, Ife said that he also
disagreed with the agenda for this meeting of the NEC and said
that it was most unfortunate that the agenda had already been
established. The NEC should have discussed the International
situationo This is the most important thing todayp After a

^ Q ^
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discussion cn':tha .International situation then electoral
policy could have been discussed with a review of the
international situation as a background

o

DEIWIS referred to contradictions in the
EISENHOWER administration. He stated that this administration
blows hot and cold on the question of peace. It talks peace
and then adopts a large military budget. First it gave
KEI^SON ROCKEFELLER a big play and then RICHARD NIXON a big
piay a

Then DENNIS stated that he thinks that the
Republicans may still change their minds and try to recoup
the peace issue before the election campaign is over* If
they do not then the CP has to be prepared to raise the
slogan^ Defeat Nixon at all aosts* In the Democratic Party
also there is a sharpening of the peace issue e The peace
issue is emerging as the big issue. It has been taken up
by ADLAI STEVENSON, HUBERT HmiPHREY, JACK KENNEDY^ Governor
ROBERT B, MEYNER of New Jersey and Governor f^IENNON WILLIAMS
of Michigan.

Continuing DENNIS stated that at the beginning
of this year the Truman« Achesori Democrats emphasized
the need for a bigger defense budget and criticized the
administration for the big mi sale gap between the Soviet
Union and the United States, There has been a sharpening
of the struggle inside the Democratic Party. The Truman-
Acheson Wing has been set back. The policy of Senator LYNDON

JOHNSON will not prevail.

DENNIS then talked of new opportunities^;:ln and
around the Democratic Party. He stated however^ that he
does not believe that the Truman forces in the Democratic
Party are finished. • The merge? pf the Truman^ Lyndon Johnson^
Stuart Symington forces in the Democratic Party is possible

o

We should influence as many people as we can^ Democrats and
RepubllcanSji to try to strengthen the anti-Trtraan and anti-
Symington candidates • We should encourage the Sa?BVENSON
position and the STEVEN30N candidacy o In some .States the
progressive forces should work for a coalition of StevenBon^
S:ennedy^ HtM^hrey forces in order to defeat the Tmiman-John son
forces

0

. 9 «
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Next DENNIS came to the defense of JACK KENNEDY.
He said that he disagrees with those comrades who say that
KENNEDY is a reactionary. Some have even called KENNEDY
a clerical fascist. This is wrongo On the stion of peace
the position of KENNEDY is just as good as the position of
HUMPHREYo Labor , does not look upon KENNEDY as the real devil
behind the Landrum-Griffin Billo Most of the time KENNEDY
voted right on labor questions o Even when there was a
discussion of peace in the United States Senate^^ KENNED^
was 9mong a handful of Senators who e:q)ressed their own po^itlon^

DENNIS stated that in the Lower House of Congress
ther6 are at least 20 pro-peace Congressmen « They should hot
be neglected in the coming elections « They should get support
Also we should look around for new possibilities in regard to '

pro-peace candidates* In concluding, DENNIS stated that he
would like to know what happened in the 12 regional conferences
of COPE of the AFL-CIO and what role the unions are playing
in preparation for the elections. He concluded by saying tliStt

he is against CP Presidential ticket in I96O0

Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT

CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT stated^ we are too general. We
ought to be more concrete o Our big Job is to get labor and
Negroes to act Independently and to act for the nomination
of candidates they desire instead of tailing behind or
working within the two major parties o LICMPPOOT stated that
as an example of what he had in mind a Negro was nominated on
the Democratic Party ticket in Cleveland for the Ohio
legislature even though his candidacy had been originally
opposed by the trade union leadership in Cleveland, LIGHTPOOT
said that the CP played a role in mobilising support behind
the candidacy of this Negro <.

Then LIGHTPOOT sald^ we need people who .canowork
like DOC BLUMBERG used to work| people who know the election
laws in each State and can prepare candidates who will win*
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DOROTHY HEALEY stated that at a convention of the
Democratic Party in Southern California an official of the
Machinists Union was nominated to vun against Congressman
DOYLE;, a member of the House Committee on Un-American
ActlyltieSo She stated that DOYLE was repudiated ancj this
labor leader was nominated.

Remarks of GUS HAIjL

GUS HALL stated that JACK STACHEL did not Intend
to give a report but what STACHEL said was all right. HALL
stated that he agrees with CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT that the CP has
to get to work in a practical way to see that certain
candidates wino The CP should not allow candidates to fall
between two chairs. The CP will have to be concrete

o

Next HALL stated that he favors the setting up
of a committee to take up the specific role of the CP in
the election campaign « The chief task of the CP is to
raise the mass movements to a higher plane. In a sense
candidates are secondary. Etrer: po often candidates are
molded by movements. Movements are the main things HALL
stated that he Is convinced that peace vrf.ll energe as the
main issue in this election o This is so because the peace
movement is going to develop in a new wayo

In regard to the question of CP candidates^ HALL
s&id that he knows that the obstacles are terrific « The CP
has to consider that those who sign petitions may lose their
Jobs^ may be subject to persecution^ etc. Yet he said he
thinks that the CP should nominate candidates wherever and
whenever it can.

HALL mentioned that on Saturday^ May 1960^,

the ^Secretariat of the CPUSA met in New York City with
a major portion of the leadership of the New England pistrlct
CPUSA. HALL comxnented that HOMER BATES CHASE was meek in
comparison with the others from the New England District
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leadership who were present. They attacked the leadership
of the CPUSA, They said that they mistrust the Secretariat
and the Party leadership. They persisted in the original
demand of HOMER CHASE, made at the Chicago meeting of the
National Committee, that the CP declare the Democratic Party
to be a war party. They were rebuffed by the Secretariat;
This discussion took place before the shooting down of the
plane pver the Soviet Union. HALL said that he wondered what
the people from the New England District would be saying now
about the Republican Party.,

Then HALL said, we should join with those who are
looking for support for ADLAI STEVENSON. We should support
any and all candidates who separate themselves from the pro«
war policies. Peace is the critical issue of the campaign
and those who are against tensions should be given aid,

> HALL said that he would not argue about JACK KENNEDY
and will leave the question of the attitude the CP should take
toward KENNEDY open. He said that he wanted to urge the
comrades to keep in mind a cahdldate'9 base.

Parenthetically speaking, HALL was indicating thkt
he was not in agreement with the viewpoint of ;EUGENE DENNIS
in regard to JACK KENNEDY.\^^ (u)

In regard to the Question of CP candidates> HALL
said, we have to undo the concept that we are on principle
against putting forth CP candidates. He said that he would
add a point to the tasks of the CP in the election campaign.
He would mobilize all of the minority parties and put up a
real fight to expose unfair election laws and make it possible
to change these laws. He said that ARNOLD JOHNSON'S Ideas
should be considered as probing ideas » He too believes that
JOHNSON'S ideas sound like a gimmick and the CP wiO,! not
solve anything with a gimmick.
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Remarks of_JA^^

JAMES JACKSON Stated that the CP ought to have
a large

J,
broad ca!npa.tgn: lasting for two or three years in

order to change the laws to permit minority parties to get
on the ballot. Also the CP should use the I96O election
campaign to mobilize two thousand CP members and sympathizers
to give ten hours each week in order to visit people^ This*
would mean that 200 thousand people can be visited during
the months of the election campaigh/ It wculd^^also present
the opportunity of aiierging from this campaign with the addition
of from 10 thousand to 20 thousand subscriptions for
"The Worker*'.

Remarks of JAMES ALLEN

After a couple of words from ANTHONY KRCHMAREK^
JIM ALLEN said that the image of President EISENHOWER as
a man of peace has been destroyed o With this destruction of
EISENHOWER as a man of peace^ as a result of the latest
international events, RICHARD NIXON has also been destroy6do
ALLEN also stated that he favored the getting together of
£eft and progressive elements in order to nominate independent
candidates

o

Remarks of HYMAN LTOK

HYMAN LUMER stated that he is in agreement
with the remarks of JACK STACHEL^ He thinks that STACHEL
is correct in saying that the U-2 plane issue will result
in more pressures for peace *Even the ruling circles in the
United States will be shook up by these pressures. LUMER
stated that the actJ.vities of the state organizations of
CPUSA will determine to what extend the CP can come forward
in the i960 election campaign so that the people can see
what the CP stands for and fights foro

c= 13 -
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Remarks of IRVING POTASH

In his remarks IRVING POTASH started to argue with th^
Party position on electoral policy as set forth by JACK STACHEL^
As he spoke, however, it appeared that POTASH was in agreement !

with STACHEL. It was determined that POTASH, who has poor
hearing, had not correctly heard some of the remarks of
STACHEL„

POTASH stated that the CP should plow the ground
now iri order to see what can be done to get CP candidates
on the ballot. He said he was opposed to a campaign for
an amendiaent . to the United States Constitution in order to
permit minority parties to get on the ballot since, such a
campaign might take a quarter of a century.

Remarks of CLARENCE HATHAWAY

CLARENCE HATHAWAY stated that he was a member of the
.

subcommittee on electoral policy vrhich had met with JACK
STACHEL. He said that he favors a fight for a Federal law
to lift the election restrictions against minority parties.
This fight should be based on the l4th and 15th Amendments
to the United States Constitution,

Then HATHAWAY stated that it is necessary to readjust
the CP policy of having National Committee members meet with
CP clubs. He said that the New York District has two thousand
members in 125 organized clubs. The National Committee members
cannot possibly visit all 125 clubs in a given period of time.

Other forms will have to be found in order to reach the
membership

.

Remarks of CARL WINTER

CARL WINTER talked about a Midwest conference of
leading members of the Democratic Party. WINTER had also

discussed this conference at the Chicago meeting of the

National Committee, He stressed the role of the trade unions
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in Michigan in the election campaign » He said that the
State Convention of the Democratic Party in Michigan^
which was held a week ago^ went even farther than the
Midwest Conference of the leading members of the Democratic
Party. One haj-f of the Michigan delegates elected to the
National Convention of the Democratic Party are trade
unionist So

WINTER stated that he was opposed to placing too
much stress on CP candidates o He said that he was also
against the Involvement of the CP in a fight for the rights
of minority parties in regard to placing candidates on the
ballot since it would divert the CP from mass work.

Closing Rema,^lcs of JACK STACHEL

After a word or two from JIM mST, JACK STACHEL
made some closing remarks^ which he said would not be a
summary of the discussion , He also stated that he would not ask
for a vote on his thoughts or suggestions. However, he would
have proposals to make before this meeting of the NEC is
adjourned 0 He said he still favors unity of the Left^
that is meeting with other left groups and other progressives
on the matter of issues. In this regard he also favops Joint
support of candidates.

As this session adjourned it was agreed that the
NEC members representing state organizations of the CP must
report J before this NEC meeting is concluded^ on the prospect
for CP candidates in their States.

^ 15 -
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May 15, i960

Time J Type and Place of Meeting

On Saturday, 5/14/^0, the National Executive
Conmilttee (NEC) of the CP, USA met In CP^,ea^g8S2^eff^'=^§^est
26th Street, New York City, This wasl^lie second day of
scheduled S-day meeting. ( /

Persons In Attendance

The follonjlng members of the NEC were in attendance t

PHIL BART
BENJAMIN DAVIS
GUS HALL
CLARENCE HATHAWAY
DOROTHY HEALEY
JAMES JACKSON
ANTHONY KRCHMAREK
CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT
HYMAN LUMER
GEORGE MEYERS
IRVING POTASH
JACK STACHEL
JAMES WEST
CARL WINTER

The following guests were In attendance;

BILL ALBERTSON
JAMES ALLEN
HERBERT APTHEKER
MORRIS CHILDS
BETTY GANNETT
ARNOLD JOHNSON
DANNY RUBIN
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG
LOUIS WEINSTOCK
WILLIAM WEINSTONE
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At the suggestion of GUS HALL, IRVING POTASH was
the chairman of this session©

Report by HYMAN LUMER
On Education and Ideology

HYMAN LUMER delivered a report on education and
ideology* This report was written and will be mimeographed

o

LUMER stated that the CP bases itself on
scientific theory and not on a rule of thumb* The CP, USA
brought Marxism-Leninism to the U.So and studied ito The Party
organized schools and classes for the purpose of study

o

However, at times, the CP, USA studied Marxism-Leninism
in a mechanical manner and forgot the peculiarities of the
UoSa At times, the Party forgot how to apply Marxism-Leninism
in the US.

LUMER then went into a recitation on the decline
in the study of theory in the CP, USA in the past decade

•

He attributed this decline to the attacks of the U,S«
Government on the Party, the period of McCarthyism, which
forced a reduction in the efforts of the Party to keep
schools operating, etCo Some schools had to be closed
down and attendance at other schools declined for various
reasons. The McCarthylte atmosphere had something to do
with the decline in the study of theory* Later, there was an
onslaught against the CP when the revi^nists took the
offensive against Marxlsm-Lenlnlsmo Ultra-left dogmatism
also affected the Party* All of these things shook the
confidence in the Party* The Party has still not overcome
or repaired the damage it suffered

o

Next, LUMER stated that there have been big changes
in the Party which have resulted from its consolidation

o

There is a new interest in theory and schooling o In New York,
the School of Social Science was re-established in 1958

o

Young people under SCOPE^ organised Indepsndent classes, although
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some of the curriculums In these classes were too narrow

o

At intervalSj> the Illinois District had some modest ventures
in classes and schools • Some of the other districts have
had classes from time to time but there is still no systematic
effort

o

LUMER was self-critical and critical of the
National Office^ CP^USA because sufficient leadership was
not given in the field of education* He emphasissed the
importance of the club as one of the most important forms
for Party education. He then read some statistics on
titles published by the CF^^USA for study. These statistics
have been set forth in a mimeographed document with the
heading^ ^'Material Issued for Mass Distribution/*

Then LUMER stated that most of the districts of
the CP^USA do not have an educational apparatus^ However^
the New York District and the Illinois District^ with DAVID
ENGELSTEIN in charge do have an organized educational
apparatus e There is a beginning of an educational apparatus
in Michigan under the leadership of HELEN WINTER • LUMER
praised the efforts of HELEN WINTER in this regard

o

LUMER stated that in the Center or National Office
of the CPj,USA there is no real educational apparatus

^

although some individuals work on education* LUMER said
that WILLIAM WEINSTONE gives him some assistance but^ in
general^ education is still being brushed aside. The districts
also have to be self-critical o Efforts are needed in each
district to establish an educational apparatus

o

Nextj, LUMER said that there is very little cadre
trainings The present cadre received training a long time agOo
Now^ the Party has what might be called random training of
cadre o There is self-study^ but few trained teachers

«

Going into the matter of theosTy^ . LUMER stated^ in our Party
today we have too few ideological militants who would defend
theory o He cited the lack of defense of the CP ideology during

- 5 -
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its struggles o He also cited the growth of white chauvinism
and said that there is not enough struggle against ito

LUMER stated that the CP^USA has lost the habit
of reading and of self-studyo One might say we do not have
a reading membership today o This can be illustrated by the
amount of printed theoretical material which remains undis-
tributed ^ LUMER then talked of the possibility of resolving
the question in regard to the ideological training of cadre

o

He stated this possibility exists because of the new
atmosphere in the Party and the unity behind the effort
to solve the problems

LUMER stated that the training of educators to
teach the Party is an important task of the Party* The
training of club leaders is the next most important tasko

Then LUMER proposed a six-months study period on
the theory and practice of Marxism-Leninism* This would
include the introduction of new things to study^ such as
'^The Foundations of Marxism-Leninism^ " by OTTO KUUSINEN.
He mentioned that in Michigan a sxumary of the review of
^'The Foundations of Marxism-Leninism'* which appeared in the

|
"World Marxist Review" was printed and circulated for studyjj
The May issue of "Political Affairs" has reprinted Chapter l8
of "The Foundations of Marxism-Leninism^" which was translated
by the National Office of the CP^USAe A. ,couple of articles
by BOHR (Phonetic) which were written on "The Foundations
of Marxism-Leninism" and appeared in the "World Marxist
Review" are being printed and circulated by the New York
District book store^ the Jefferson Book Store « When all of -

"The Foundations of Marxism^Leninism" has been translated^
then the time can be set for the six-months study periods

LUMER then spoke about the use of the "World Marxist
Review He said that this magazine is very valuable but the
total circulation in the UoS. is Just a little over 800
copies 0 He proposed a drive to double this circulationo

6 ^
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Next LUMER stated thafparty Affairs" will continue
and will be revised. It will be a different type of publication^
with more educational and organizational material

o

LUiyiER also proposed the setting up of a national
organization and education apparatus o The task of this
apparatus should be that of issuing study outlines and
organizing schools, llie apparatus whould be sub-divided
into departments. LUMER proposed that he be in charge of
organizing schools or education apparatus and that he contact
the districts in this regard o He proposed that WILLIAM
WEINSTONE work in the area of cadre training. Someone
not LUMERj should be in charge of agitation, even thoiigh
he has that task at present. The more important districts
should assign cadre for similar tasks,,

Remarks of PHIL BAHT

PHIL BAHT talked about the loss of cadre and the
need to retrain cadree, He said that the main losses were among
the middle cadre o They were of the age level of 25 to 40 years

»

Today j, the average club chairman has been in the CP for 20
yearSe This means that the Party has not trained any new
cadre and is not training any new cadre now. The training
of the middle leadership is a most important task.

BART also stated that shop and industrial clubs
are not educating themselves. They are not discussing theory
or ideology^ They busy themselves with immediate . problems
in the shop or trade union

o

Remarks of DANNY RUBIN

DANNY RUBIN talked about a youth club in
Philadelphia which discussed theoryo

Subsequently
J, others speaking in this discussion

period stated that the youth club in Philadelphia was the best

=• 7 °
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example of club training in the study of theory which had
come to' the attention of the National Office of the BF^VSAc

Remarks of JACK STACHBL

JACK STACHEL stated that everyone in the CP^USA^
in one form or another^ must be a teacher o He stated that
he helped to get some Puerto Ricans in his club but had
them separated and placed into a new club for their own good
because of the manner in which his club functions

o

Next^ STACHEL stated that because of a lack of
understanding of theory and a lack of education^ the Party^,

on the lower levels does not react to events soon enoughs
Therefore, if the leading comrades would meet .with the clubs^
they could raise the level of education and get the clubs to
react faster to current events

o

Remarks of GUS HALL

GUS HALL emphasized the importance of theory and
ideology a He said^ we really have no cadre^ not even tor the
clubs 0 He compared the situation in the Party to a forest
fire that burns down most of the trees o There are but a
few old and strong trees standing and some shoots starting to
come up around the burned«out stimpso A good forester
would tend to all that is left and would pay particular
attention to the young shoots so that they will growo
This the CP needs to do also^

HALL stated that the top leadership of the CP
is not equipped to train others o Therefore^ it is necesaary
to raise the education level of this leadership <^ There is a
need to cut out bombast and long-windedness^, a need to
quit being so shallow minded and a need to really begin to
study and to help educate others

o

- 8 -
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Remarks of BETTY GANNETT

BETTY GANNETT stated that the fight for the
establlsiiment of Marxism-Leninism and the application of
Marxism-Ijenlnism to the UoSo is the most important thing

o

She also stated that "Political Affairs" should be analyzed
as to its education value

o

Remarks of WILLIAM WEINSTONE

WILLIAM WEINSTONE stated that sln&e he was not
present on the previous day he wanted to state that he thinks
that the CP ought to run candidates in the 196O elections

o

WEINSTONE then talked about the study of theory

0

He said that when he was abroad recently be was in a discussion
with a well-known and leading comrade (possibly OTTO KUUSINEN^
member of the Presidium of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union) o WEINSTONE stated
that this comrade asked him whether the CP^USA was conducting
education classes o WEINSTONE stated that he felt that it was
significant that he was asked this question and that it was
not he who had first mentioned it to this leading comrade a

WEINSTONE also talked about the importance of the new book^
"The Foundations of Marxism^Leninism^

"

WEINSTONE then stated that he doubted that he
covild accept the assignment for cadre training which HY
LUJffiR had suggested for himo He said that he does not feel
well and that his poor health is beginning to affect his
worko Therefore^ he does not think that he could undertake
such an assigmento

Remarks of ARNOLD JOHNSON

ARNOLD JOHNSON stated that the revisionists were
responsible for the neglect of theory by the CP^USAo

- 9 -
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Remarks of HERBERT APTHEICER

HERBERT APTHEKER stated that there is too much
inner thinking in the Party o Everyone uses stale expressions^
He stated that over the years he has written a dozen books.
No one has commented to him that they have read any of these
books o He stated that he knows that these books are not being
circulated <,

Remarks of JAMES WEST.

JAMES WEST talked about the establishment of an
education department in the Illionis District of the CP, USA

«

He also stated that he had learned that last year the Chicago
Council for American-Soviet Friendship had sold $14^000

W):^th of literature^ most of which was Soviet books and
puMications* He cited this as an illustration of the
growing Interest in the Soviet Union and Communismo

Remarks of LOUIS WEINSTOCK

LOUIS WEINSTOCK stated that there are plenty of
members in the CP who can be a part of the cadre. He said
that he is a member of the Painters Club in the New York
Districts Suddenly^ he came to the conclusion that there are
probably a d02en club organisers in this clubo The club holds
meetings every other week and the members discuss current
events and theory* Each member could lead a club and he has
decided that this is what he is going to do^

Remarks of OOROTHY HEALEY

DOROTHY HEALEY stated that the CP/JSA does not
apply Marxism--Leninism to the U^So Many books are being
released which analyze the American scene but we in the CP
do not do thiSp We do not analyze events deeply^ factually
and theoretically^ She stated that a retired Naval intelligence
officer recently wrote a book and in this book he gives a
better analysis of Communists in relation to country than she
has read in any publication of the CP^USAo

- 10 ^
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Remarks of MORRIS CHILDS

MORRIS CHILDS stated that the CP, USA has left t3

others the task of writing tooks about basic problems in the

U„S. He also sfsated that the Party has been talking for a

dozen years about the lack of ca^e and training^ but has not

analyzed why this situation exists, so that it can be

corrected.

Remarks of IRVING POTASH

IRVING POTASH stated, we do not teach m^^m>^
Leninism as a science

o

REPORT OP JAiyiES JACKSON ON
EDUCATION AND PROPAGANDA

JAMES JACKSON made a report during which he read
several pages of a volume by LENIN on education and propaganda.
This volume was originally written in l897<,

JACKSON stated that agitation is supposed to arouse
people on some immediate issue o Propaganda is more of a
long-term concept designed to plant the seeds of ideas
in the minds of the more advance! thinkers . He referred to
a remark by GUS HALL that the agitational material of the
CP, USA is abominable

«

Then JACKSON talked about what is necessary to
get an audience. He stated, the CP must compete with
Madison Avenue. The advertising in the UoSo is very slick
and very effective. The CP must put out reading material
which will compete with Madison Avenue. Skills in the
Party which can do this must be utilized. The Party must
use the art of sloganizing in order to develop good propaganda

»

The Party needs agitator's and propagandists who have mastered
theory and combined it with craftsmanship to produce readable
and attractive materials

- 11 -
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JACKSON urged that the CP^USA look for outlets
to reach people. If the Party does not use radio and/or
television, it will not reach the people*

JACKSON also discussed the use of "The Worker"
as an agitator and propagandist. He said that plans are
now being formulated for a daily paper and that perhaps
the daily will be issued again by 196I0

Remarks of ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG

ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG, after a remark or two by
ANTHONY KRCHMAREK, stated that the revisionists* assault
against the CP, USA resulted in a lessening in the distribution
:of theoretical literature. However^ he has plenty of titles
on hand. The CP,USA is not using these titles. Universities,

colleges and other schools are now the best customers for
the Marxist classics

»

Remarks of BENJAMIN DAVIS

BENJAMIN DAVIS said that he agrees in general
with the line of the reports of HY LUMER and JIM JACKSON

fcut feels that they should have used more concrete examples.
He saldj, ideology is most important at this decisive stage

of the CP, USA. He is of the opinion that much of the CP, USA
does not know the difference between ideology and political
Xlneo We are still far from having Ideological \inity in

the CP. Actually, we have a united front on ideology in the
leadership. We must distinguish between factional approaches'

and ideological struggle

o

Remarks of JACK STACHEL

JACK STACHEL stated, even one candle can ligJlt '.

the way on a dark night. If we begin modestly, we can give

leadership. "The Worker" should be the candidate in the 1950
elections. If we increase the circulation of "The Worker"

in the i960 election campaign, this increase in circulation
can be considered the votes of the CP.

- 12 -
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Remarks of CARL WIMTER

CARL WINTER criticized the content of the reports
of LUI4ER and JACKSON, although he said they were not too
bad* He said he was surprised that the reports omitted
an analysis of "Political Affairs" and "The Worker."

WINTER stated that he does not agree that the
CP has to compete with Madison Avenue, He said that
while he would like to see the CP have livelier leaflets,

it must appeal to the workers* Many workers are suspicious
of leaflets printed on slick paper. When JIM JACKSON was in
a CP club in Detroit, Michigan, the workers followed the
CP. The vjorkers received leaflets which were badly printed
from a technical standpalijfc but they dealt with the problems
of the workers.

Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT

CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT. stated that it is necessary to

review the question of why it is so difficult to get cadre.
PHIL BART, MORRIS CHILDS and others have raised the problem.
Until we tackle it in a practical way and take into
consideration the overall needs of the individual, we will not
get results. He said that he knows from experience that it

is almost impossible to get people to take CP positions

o

Rfemarks of HERBERT APTHEKER

After a remark or two by BETTY GANNETT on the need
for agitational material, HERBERT APTHEKER stated, we must
find the key to put into a person's mind. Then, we must
turn that key so as to expose the lies of the U.S. Governiiientg

We have a government of lies, as indicated by the
statements on the U-2 flight over the Soviet Uniono

APTHEICER stated that the Party must put passion and
feeling into its agitation. It must learn how to agitate and

« 13
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propagandize for democracy^ socialism and patriotism^
We have to destroy the image of Communists in relation to
their country « In truths we are the patriot So We fight
for peace and fight to destroy the lies of the Government and
this is done for the good of our country^ This is one of

the most important things to be done in agitation and
propaganda worko

Remarks of LOUIS WEINSTOGK

LOUIS WEINSTOGK stated that an advisory committee
for "The Worker" has been established o No one should be
surprised if this committee should start a drive for $100^000
to $150^000 to be raised through donations and possibly the
sale of bonds and other forms of fund-raisings This drive
would lay the basis for re-publication of the "Daily Worker o*^

CLAUDS LIGHTK)0T objected that it was first necessary
to get another lO^OOO to 20^000 subscriptions for "The Workero"

Remarks of GUS HALL

GUS HALL Stated that it Is his opinion that- net enough
books are being published. He stated that he has heard the
same story from ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG on numerous occasions

o

TRACHTENBERG had better stop talking about old titles. We
need a new list of titles, books and pamphlets a He said he
has told this to TRACHTENBERG before and is telling him again.
TRACHTENBERa has got to get out of the pasto

Next, HALL stated, we need a shaking up (of the
leadership of the CP, USA) o In style^ form and content, our
literature reads like it was put out by people who do... not
care if they influence a single soul or if anybody reads ito
Some of this stuff is put out for the recordc

HALL said he is of the opinion tls,t the CP needs
to compete with Madison Avenueo The CP needs modern stuff

o
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We are the last ones to change* Even religious sects are
putting out material that is readable o The latest leaflet^
issued by the New York District on the Poran Blll^ shows
a little improvement

o

Next HALL stated^ we have to develop a system of
finding out what effect our material has on people. Where
we have CP members in a factory^ we should distribute a
leaflet at that factory^ Then^ the CP members should talk
to the people in the factory to determine what they think
of the issues raised in the leaflet o We better look into
this or we might Just as well shoot the stuff into the airo

HALL suggested that the CP set up a couple of watch
dog committees consisting of from 40 to 50 people from the
National Office and districts throughout the country^ One
committee would read **Political Affairs" and send opinions
and critiques 0 These opinions do not need to be signed

o

Another committee wou3.d read "The Worker" and send in
comments about ito In this way^ the Party may learn what
is wrong with its publications

o

Remarks of IRVING POTASH

IRVING POTASH stated that perhaps the CP^USA should
follow the example of the CP of China^ The Chinese CP asks
the people down below about an issue before putting out a
leaflet a POTASH said he tried to follow this practice in
regard to the steel strike o He talked to the people in the
steel industry before issuing a leaflet

o

Remarks of WILLIAM WEINSTONE

WILLIAM WEINSTONE^ in an agitational speech,,
said that more passion and more heat is needed in the propaganda
speeches if the Party speakers wanb the people to believe them^
Most of the speakers read their material as if they do not
believe it themselves

o
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STimmary by JAMES JACKSON

In a short sunimary^ JAMES JACKSON eraphaslzed
the role of ''The Worker" as the best agitator for the Party,,

He said that each week^ '*The Worker" may contain 20 items
that could be used for agitationo Also, on occasion^
"The Worker" is a propagandist^ but it is not being appreciated
for these roles* For example^ not one district sent in an
extra order for the special pre-Summit issue

o

SxAimary by HYMAN LUMER

HYMAN LUMER# in a short summary^ agreed with some of
the criticism voiced during the discussion perioda He
proposed that his report and that of JACKSON be mimeographed
and that certain sections of the reports be sent to the
districts for discussiono LUMER then proposed that both
reports be adopted^

HALL asked if LUMER intended that LUMER^s suggestions
be Included in the motion for adoption LUMER replied in the
affimative* The NEC ^aepted both the report of LUMER
and that of JACKSON

«

Information Report on Cuba
By MORRIS CHILDS

MORRIS CETIjDS gave a 45~mlnute Infori^iation report
on Cuba* The infomatilon contained in this report has been
reported elsevjhere*

After this rqport by CHILDS^ the session of
^/Ik/SO adjourned

o
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UTMOST CARE MUST BE USED IN HANDLING AND REPORTING
THE INFORMaT^q Tm'F^nMMTAGES W ORDER TO BltLLY I'ROTECT
TEE T^nW^TT^J^^nrnMED informant. J-

CG 5824~S* orally furnished the information on the

This information was reduced to waiting on May 17* 19^0.

COPIES COKTINTXe.')

1 - NY 100-5106 (CLARENCE HATHAWAY) (42.:-'.)

1 - WI 100-16785 , (JAMES JACKSON) (4l5)
1 - NY 100-10'5:)78 (eymm lumer) (4i5';

on May 15 ^ i960.

1 » NY 100-48033
1 - NY 100-18065
1 - NY 100-49430
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May 15, i960

Time J Type and Place of Meeting

On Sunday afternoon. May 15, 196O5 there was
an Executive Session of the National Executive Committee
(NEC) of the CPUSA after the conclusion of the three-day
enlarged meeting of the NEC. This Executive Session was
held in CP Headquarters, 23 West 26th Street, New York Clty„

Persons in Attendance

The following members of the NEC were in
attendances

PHIL BART
BENJAMIN DAVIS
GUS HALL
CLARENCE HATHAWAY
DOROTHY HEALEY
JAMES JACKSON
AN^ICLKRCHMAREK

ciiwi^^&BNei^LIGHTPOOT
HYMAN LUMER
GEORGE MEYERS
IRVING POT?i.SH

JACK STACHEL
JAMES WEST
CARL WINTER

Also in attendance, at the specific request of
GUS HALL, was MORRIS CHILDSc

CPUSA Farm Conference In Minneapolis
on May 28 and 29, I960

It was announced that GUS HALL, ERIK BERT and
PAT TOOHEY will attend the CPUSA Farm Conference in
Minneapolis on May 28 and 29, i960.
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MORRIS CHILDS was asked to Instruct the
Wisconsin District to send more delegates to this Farm
Conference than had been originally suggested although
no one seemed to know how many delegates the Wisconsin
District was asked to send to Minneapolis.

Selection of MORRIS CHILDS as the
Secretary of the Foreign Affairs Committee
of the CPUSA

GUS HALL nominated MORRIS CHILDS as the Secretary
of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the CPUSA. CHILDS was
elected unanimously by the NECi CHILDS is answerable to the
NEC and is considered a pax't of the NEC. a^i^hough he was not
elected to the NEC. The selection of dfll^S for this position
will not be announced beyond "che NECo At the present time the
Foreign Affairs Committee is a committee of oneo

Restriction of Attendance at
Meetings of the NSC _____

It was decided that hereafter attendance at
meetings of the NEC will be restricted to members of the
NEC except v/hen a person is invited for a dlscusB:'.".i of
a particular topic. Once the discupsio-r. on tLl3 ..^ticular
topic is concluded I:.e invitee will, lo ^.^'oeoved ;i.:-.ave the
meeting o

The reason for this decision is that some of the
guests have been \^oting on mdtionr; sncl. have been r-slGlng
issues which t^.e NEC dir' not want l o c:: rrrxi3B

.

Debate and Decisions in Vvogar"^ to I : ^^v^iag t;<e

Secretariat, or Selecting a Resldsnr: NKC or a
Polit Sureau_

For about one hour the NEC debated whether to

enlarge the Secretariat or select a resident NEC or a Polit
Bureau. This issue of a resident NEC or a Polit Bureau came

i
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up since It was felt by some that the Secretariat is
assuming too many political duties as well as administrative
duties.

GUS HALL stated that from now on everyone will be
entitled to a vacation of one month's duration. Since
members of the Secretariat are travelling almost constantly
and since som.e will be on vacation from time to time, there
is a possibility that at times there would not be a quorum
for a meetlJig of the Secretariate HALL therefore proposed
that^^CLARgNCS^LIGHTFOOT^ GEORGE MEYERS and IRVING POTASH
be^. added to the Secretariat. BEN DAVIS said that he would
bnly vote for MEYERS. Others suggested that these three
be considered alternate members of the Secretariate CLAUDE
LIGHTFOOT said that he would serve as a member of the
Secretariat but not as an alternate member^

GUS HALL then clawed off the discussion by stating
that a second look at these organizational proposals will
be taken in July,

After all the debate and discussion it was decided
to continue with the Secretariat as presently constituted
as this Executive Session of the NEC adjourned:,
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Memorandum

Mr, A, H» BelmontTO

FROM : p. J, Baumgard

subject: COM^imiST PARTY, USA

INTERNAL SECURITY - C

date: May Ip, 1960
W.C. Sullivc:n .

Tele. Room —
Ingram

Gandy .

Under date of May 2, I960, Phil Bart, national organi-
zation secretary, Communist Party (CP) USA, addressed a letter
to all CP districts and district organization secretaries
proposing that the month of June, I960, be devoted to "dues '

control This proposal was made as a means of 'tightening
up the Party organization" and of attempting to reach all
members, get them to pay their dues and to discuss with them
Party work and their relationship to the Party club. It is
suggested that the month of May be utilized to prepare for
the June activityo

OBSERVATION

This will apparently be an effort by the Party
to contact all current members and some former members to
arouse their interests in Party work at the club level, to
get their dues in a current status and to register as many
members as possible o It is believed all continental field
offices should be alerted to this letter and its posa ble
significance 0 This may provide a means for the field to
obtain up-to-date information relating to CP membership and
to assist in identifying some of those CP members not presently
identified

o

ACTION - m 109

REG- 69
Attached for approval is a letter to all continental

field offices (original on plastiplate) *Tuf^tBhTil§nP^tinent
observations and instructions o

^gg^

Enclosure

100-3-69
1 - 100-3-68. (CP

1 - Mro Parsons
1 - Mro Belmont

USA, Membership)

1 - Mr. Baumgardner
1 - Mr. Dise

PWD:llc
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-UNITED STATES GQWI^NMENT .v.- ^
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•

:

-
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

^
pate:. May 24, I96O

subject: ; V^^p^I^IST^ p USit ^
^

v ":
- SOUTHERN CALIFORHiA DISTRI^ PgaMXZATIOU/

:
. : INTERHAL SECURITY - C "^^'-^ - ^-

"."'^

' Re Los' Angeles letter dated March 30i> i960, and
Bureau lletter dated May 6, 1960« ,V

V Cases have been open and assigned on the five
individuals listed in Bureau letter dated May 6, 1960i»
who: are not yet on the Security Index at the Bureau,
Recomniendations for Inclusion of these persons on the .

Security index will he made to \,the Bureau in the individual
.caisea.

_
-^"v. ; -

' ^. . '/ -jy./,, "\
. .

-V -'-.

Regarding the four individuals whose last names
are unknown, this is to* advise that LiBBy in the Beverly «>

Fairfax Section, has been identified as LISA CORNGOLD, who
is now on the Security Index

o

. Concerning PAOTi in the West Adams Club > this .

person has been tentatively as PAUL PERLINj
however, further verification of this is being securedo

:
Concerning one Santa Monica Clixb,

and one MARVIN in the John Reed Club, further investigation 71/

is being conducted in an effort to identify these individual^/
following- which recommendations concerning their Security inaex
status will be furnished the Bureau, in the individual case files-.

r2rBureau (Registered)
^-Lois Angeles,

WNPtels
(3)

'- T ..p^-rMAY 31 1960 .

'
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Optional Form No, 10

UNITED STATES GO¥ERNIJIENT

raoRANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) C

PROM:

SUBJECT

:

SAC, mm YORK (100-80641)

0
CP, USA-ORGMIIZATION

5/26/60

tS-C

ReKYlet to Bureau, 5/11/60,

On 5/5/60, NY 1857-S*, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, ao^rised that on that date^BIH*
I,AWREtvfCE met with BSKNAR^^ES at latter'? omfce in^C".^

ADES stated he had lunch with HY^UI'tER recently
and it vjas a " frustratinj^ experience"^^^

^ ^

ADES said "He didn't agree wiUn me on anything.
APTHEKER and JACKSON v;e,re all right. I. was so mad. I
vjent in to see JACK STACHEL,"'

(u)
LAWRENCE remarked, "No, the guy to see is HATHAWAY

You might as well see the head. IIATHAWAY and GUS v/ork like^
this,^^^^

fcs5fieilV?^^0^
® - Bur^u (100-3-69) (Rli)

New York (iOO-9365) (l/.Z. FOSTER) (415)
New York (100-56579) (PHIL BART) (415)
New York (1OO-I602I) (ARNOLD JOHNSON) (4l<)
New York (100-23825) (BEIv! DAVIS) (4l5)
New York (IOO-I8065) (JACK STACHEL) (4l5)
New York (100-60532) (HERBERT APTHEKER) (4l4)
New York (100-84994)

,
(GUS HALL) (415)

New York (100-^106). (CLARENCE HATJIAWAY) (4l4)
Nev/ YorK (l00'^105078) (HY LUf'liR) (415)
New York (10O-I6765) (jAfffiS JACKSON) (415)
New York (100-467) (BILL LAVJRErJGS) (4l4)

AJSsgak
(16)

New York (100-12481)
1 | (41$)

New York (100-128814) (NY STATE Cf-ORGANIZATION) (4l4)
New York (lOO-8o64l) (415)

Ail IfJFORMATlOM CORITAIMED

mmn is mci^ssmEMI^W'^ f —-^-^

WHERE SHOWi OTHERWlSEp



NY 100-80641

ADES said, "These ideas I proposed are at this
moment imder serious discussion and not Just to discuss
but to decide and do something o This was from JACKo HY
doesn^t look at anything with an open mind* He doesn't
see any crisis* JACK says you have to be careful not to
cause an uproar in the Party o You have to give people
a choice vihether to go into community work or stay in
induritrial for a v;hile* You have to be flexible and
pragmatical o You decide your objective and do it
flexibly o JACK said you can have a Bronx Committee dovm-
tovrn^ but not a Bronx County Committee o « oand the dues
paying and all v/ould be downtovmo In general^ he agreed
with me. And PHIL BART vmB there ^ toOo.oBut JACK was
interested in hearing why LUMER didn't agree and I told himo
JACK said it would be a couple of i^onthSo-^^^]-^^^

LAWREtNfCE commented, ^*See LUM at the l6th
supported FOSTER, then BEN and now he supports GUS^^(u)

ADES said^ ^'I'm sure GUS vjould agree vjlth me in
this.^(u)

LAWREInICE saidp "Philosophically he (LUM) hasn't
moved an inch. See HATHAWAY or GUSo |^j(u)

ADES stated, "JACK said they're iforking on lto"^£^(u)

LAWRENCE then again suggested that ADES see
HATHAWAY to tell him his proposition and to tell him he
could get a group to come and wprk fox* the organisation

o

LAWRENCE said he believed the organisation has not
outlived its usefulness, but if it is left to people like
BEN DAVIS it would become useless and uiiless there is
a change in policy "nothing v/ill happen^^^^

LAWREi\^CE remarked, "JACKSON doesn't kpow what
you're talking aoout and APTHEKEB v;as just playing ball
vjith youo I can't believe he's for ±to^^_^
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LAWREMCE added;, **Let me ask you a question o

HY is a member of the Secretariat, JACK is not^ but he
attends meetings o You meet with JACK and he says it*s
under serious consideration o HY gives no indication it's
being considered o"(La ^ ^

' W (u)

ADES said, "Yes he did^ but not in that formo
He said the idea of not having an industrial section was
being considered * So fx'om his point of vieiir he might agree
to that;, but he means there wouldn^t be an industrial
board and the industrial clubs ifould be working from the

LAimENCE interrupted, "Yeah, but that^s only
one aspect of your Id^a^jJ^

ADES said "That^s xitfat he meant, but v/hen I
talked to JACK, i^hat's being considered is entirely
different o See, v/ith LOTIER he can't see any change or
believe in anything new. He can^t understand that trade
unions can do it themselves, such as the 30 hour weeko
He said, "What are yo\x upset about? I agree in parto' I
said, 'You didn't agree at all vfith the essence' ooc
He cap't grasp things. ARNOLD JOffiJSON is like that,

LAV/RMCE said, "Tuesday a vjeek ago, they had
national representatives in all the clubs. Last Tuesday,
a week...HY vjent..,Drop outs v/anted to hear if any move-
ment in the Party. After they heard HY they said nothing
happened , o .He made a speech like 15 years ago, as if nothing
happened in the past 5 years. BEN DAVIS, HY LUMER and
ARNOLD JOHNSON, they v/ill not move,

^ -(u)

If the above infomnatlon is to be used in reports
disseminated outside the Bureau, it should be appropriately
paraphrased to protect the identity of NY l857-S-»^^

(u)
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On 5/13/60, ^X-JS5%S* advised that tk^ first day'
session of the enl^^e^Tl^ional Executive Coinnn!t^«-4^IEC)-

meeting of the CP, USA was held in CP Headquarters, NYC, on
that date.

Among those in attendance were:

^AMES Alim
BENJAMIN DAVIS, JRo
EUGENE DENNIS
GUS HALL
CLARENCE HATHAWAY
DOROTHY HEALEY
JAMES JACKSON
ANTON KRCHMAREK
CLAUDE LI6HTF00T
HY LUMER
IRVING POTASH
JACK STACHSL
JAMES WEST REC- H

3 - Bureau (100-3-69) (RM)

i - New York (lOO-8o64l) (4l5)
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This meeting commenced at 2:12 p.m. and after GUS HALL
annPunced that a discussion would take place on the electoral
problems of today ^ he appointed JAMES JACKSON to chair the
meetings

JACK STACHEL opened the meeting and stated that the
objective of the Election sub-Committee were to bring in
proposals in relation to questions raised at the lafet meeting,
(no Meeting^ Chicago) and to implement phases of policy that
have not been previously spelled out« He said the Party's
election policy is one that has been followed for years and^,

in general, is made up of 3 aspects

s

lo Participate and help determine the outcome of the
election on every level o Within this aspect, STACHEL indicated
the following should be strived f.ors Participation in activ-

ities within various organizations; influence the election of
candidates on all levels and to influence the actionsoSf the
elected officials after the elections

o

2o Utilize the elections to promote a workers class
.

party

•

3o Utilize the elections to promote the Party ^s

program to nominate candidates,

STACHEL stated that t^^o new factors have entered the
electoral pictures namely , the world tension centered around
the spy-plane and RENNEDYis victory in West Virginia c He
commented that the Republican Party had been damaged and the
peace issue is more important now than ever before in the
campaign.

STACHEL stated that, "it is not our job to speculate"^
but that it was his feeling that the Democratic candidate would
either be KENNEDY or STEVENSON, He stated "our policy" remains
the same as set out at . the 17th National Convention and the
recent NC Meeting in Chicago. STACHEL stated that the Party
must single out areas where districts must concentrate and that

- 2 -
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the National Office must help them concentrate in the pri-
maries and in the campaign itself • STACHEL stated "we"
have both a duty and the responsibility of bringing . about a
unity "of what we sometimes call a non-Party left" We must
search out these "stranded people" and bring them together
so they can play a role in the following 3 point programs

1„ promotion of a labor party

j

2. campaign on individual issues affecting the
campaign;

3« support an agreed upon candidate

•

STACHEL stated "we" should try to contact these
people 5 find out their thinking and "keep our eyes and minds
open," STACHEL stated^ concerning the role of the Party ^ in
its own name^ that there is "no reason against" nominating
a Presidential ticket o This would help in the struggle to
establish the legality of the Party and "we" would be in a
better position to apply our main line • He pointed out that
the main danger in this is that the Party would get so in-
volved in its own candidatestthat "they" would forget every-
thing else, immSmm^c STACHEL staged that^ in the Sub- Committee
comracg ARNOLD JOHNSON proposed that the Party nominate a

,
ticket

in one state in order to demonstrate the Anti Democratic election
laws 0

STASHEL made the following proposals

s

lo In order to meet the objective of bringing foi*ward
the struggle for the legality of the Party "we" work out a
federal election law which would make uniform the requirement^,
so that every minority group could get on the ballot;

2, The Party adopt a platform and proceed immediately
in those states where "we" have the capacity^ to nominate can-
didates;

3o "We" set up a platform committee of 5 or 6 comrades
to draft a platform^ with the first draft being ready to send
to the districts by the middle of June, The final draft should
be preparecriBShlishing right after the Democratic and Republican
conventions

o

- 3 -
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4. That an election conference be held In as many
states as possible and that a national election conference
be held in September

o

The Sub- Committee also discussed the setting up of
a public electoral campaign committee^ however,, It was
decided to leave this for discussion by the Secretariat.

BEN DAVIS stated that he felt STACHEL's report
contained a sound approach, but left some questions un^
answered

c

DAVIS stated that the 3 point formula was not enoughs
It has to be applied to issues at the present stage of the
electioncampaign,

DAVIS stated he does not consider religion an issue
in the campaign inasmuch as this has been settled by Article
6 of the Constitution of the United States.

Concerning the Presidential Primaries, DAVIS stated
he felt they had degenerated and cited as. an example the West
Virginia primary wherein both KENNEDY and HUMPHREY side-stepped
the major issues.

Concerning the youth of the candidates, he said it
is a factor and "we" must deal with ito

DAVIS said the "spy-plane incident is "far more
sinister" than we have taken note of and this must be
corrected

•

. 4 -
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BEN DAVIS stated that the main issues the Party-
has to consider for the election campaign are:

lo Peace

j

2o Implementation of the Constitution of the US^'

3o Establishment of democratic government and
democratic rights in the South^«

4o The struggle against monopoly^ poverty unem-
pi&yments and the question of living standards }

5o The question of building the Party and the Press.

DAVIS stated that the way is open for the Party .

to appeal to the President of the US for Democratic rights
and election rights of our Party and also to the UN on
the question of the denial of elementary rights to our
Partyo The precedent was set for this by HERTER when
he intervened in Cuba and demanded that the CASTRO forces
give equal rights to the anti -Communist forces in Cubao

ARNOLD JOHNSON stated that it is necessary that
!

the Party develop independent political action and to consider
the specific role the Party will play and tactics which the
Party will use in the Presidential raceo

With regard to the possibility of a Communist
candidate for President and Vice President ^ JOHNSON stated
that certain states such as Wisconsin^ Michigan^ Washington;,
and Illinois require special anti -Communist affidavits and
that the Party must also consider the Communist Control
Act of the USo

JOHNSON proposed that the Party hold a convention
in July after the convention of the two major parties at
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which they adopt a platform^ establish an election apparatus,
and nominate presidential and Vice-Presidential candidates

o

He suggested that the Party then concentrate on one state
for the purpose of testing its laws and exposing the
character of the discrimination against the Party ^ and
for the purpose of strengthening the party and its electoral
worko JOHNSON stated that the Party could demand equal
radio and ToV* time and show the Communists are serious
about advancing Presidential and Vice-Presidential candidates

o

GENE DENNIS stated that there is an emergence
of pro-peace forces in the Democratic Party and cited as
examples^ ADLAI STEVENSON Governor MEYNER^ Go MENNEN
WILLIAMS, HUMPHREY, and KENNEDY and that there is a

_
sharpening

of the struggle between them and the TRUMAN, ACHESON, and
SYMINGTON forces which had stressed the missle gap and
the. inadequacy of military preparations.

DENNIS suggested that the Party approach Democrats
in various states and try to get a coalition of forces such
as STEVENSON, KENNEDY, and MORSE to oppose the TRUMAN,
ACHESON, JOHNSON forces, DENNIS stated that KENNEDY'S
position on. peace did not differ too much from HUMPHREY'S,
but that KENNEDY'S position on civil rights is not apparent
as yeto He suggested that the Party "avoid the distortion"
that KENNEDY is a fascisto

DENNIS proposed 1hat the party give greater
attention to a. number of Congressional races c He stated
that there are about 20 pro -peace Congressmen whom the
party should support for re-election, specifically
mentioning PROXMIRE of Wisconsin, JOHNSON of Colorado,
and MEYER (PH) of Vermont.

DENNIS stated that the Party should give greater
attention to the mobilization of the trade \anions and
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stressed the Importance of COPE (Committee on Political
Education^ APL-CIO)

o

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT stated with regard to the
Negro movement that there would be no substantial break-
through as to Negro candidates in 1960^ but urged that
a survey be conducted to see what is necessary for the
election of Negro candidates as opposed to merely waging
a protest campaign for a Negro candidate.,

LIGHTFOOT stated that the Party leadership in
Cleveland was responsible for the successful campaign
of a Negro candidate who successfully defied COPE and the
labor hierarchy in Cleveland <>

DOROTHY HEAIE" stated that the role of Communists
in Southern California must be to help provide a Tinified
approach and a consolidating of alliances^ and a relating
of the grass roots movements to each othero

HEAIBf mentioned also that in two weeks she Is
to appear in a radio panel discussion on the religions issue
In the Presidential campaign.

EEkM said there is an important opportunity
for the left to influence certain conventions through
women representation She also called for a'.xParty's draft
platform to be circulated through the Party

o

GUS HALL felt emphasis should be put on the fact
that the Party's role should emphasissethe role of mass
movements and not candidates - "mass action can move
candidates c" He upheld sfCHEL's remark that the peace issue
would emerge as the chief Issue 0 HALL felt^ in speaking
about candidates^ the Party must examine their base and
foundations and where they get their support « HALL felt
there was a false idea going throi:igh the Party that the

- 7
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leadership was against a national candidate and this should
be '*undone"o He said that they should^ght at every
opportunity for "Communist candidates'TT'^^l^ said that
it should be explained that anyone signing their petitions
would be subjected to persecution * The whole idea of
persecution of the small independent political parties
must be brought out,

JAMES JAdKSON remarked that he was for a
Communist Party national candidacy because he felt in
this manner they could best put forward the peace issue
and the Negro liberation movements He said the events
of the past month or so have been such that each of the
major political candidates have had to take a public
stand on these issues o He felt the Party could push for
a united front for free elections and proposed a permanent
committee be established to seek ways to change the lawj, both
the national and local levels that governs the participation
of minority political parties <, This committee should
have a long range goal of possibly 1962 or 1964^ for
bringing about such changes

o

JACKSON felt the Party could detail a project in terms
of public relations activity around a specific Itemo He sug-
gested the Party put 2000 members to work ten hours a week
for ten v;eeks visiting 200^00 people^ taking with them a
copy of "The worker" ^ He felt this could result in 20^000
new subscriptions 0 He thought that possibly b^ November^
they could have a daily paper which could;, through larger
circulation J pl^y an Important role in the later elections

o

JACKSON minimized the importance of the religloas issue
in the campaign saying the Catholic Church hierarchy has
"had its wings clipped" and is not an Amexlcan Institution

,

JAMES ALLEN said that the "recent events" have
destroyed the peace image of EISENHOWER as well as of the
Republican Party and NIXONo He felt the Party is in a

^ 8 ^
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better position now than it was in 1958^ to push for a
United Front ticket in all local levels a He thought
the Party was now in a better position to influence
those of the left and more able to give soiind political
direction and leadership to theiUo

HY LUMER agreed vd.th STACHEL's position on
party candidates and the need for developing campaigns
on a state scale should be emphasized,

IRVING POTASH stated "we" must recognize
the fact that the American masses will not take our
party seriously as a political party \inless we put forth
popular candidates o He said they have to fight against
all obstacles which stand in the way of putting forth
party candidates. POTASH was of the opinion that a Party
candidate for i960 could, not now be put forth mainly
because they have neglected to "cultivate the groiaid for
ito" That^ however J now is the time to start cultivating
that ground by running local candidates

o

. 9 .
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HATHAWAY was in agreement with STACHEL's report and
commented that the Party mfust recognize the difficulty in
Informing the membership of policy decisions « He indicated
that individual club meetings were not sufficient^ citing
for example that NY has 125 clubs and there is not enough
time to brief them all individually.

CARL WINTER stated that it is necessary to shift
emphasis at various times during the course of developments

«

He indicated that the 2nd of the 3 aspects set ^Srth in
STACHEL^s report as the most important because at present
it is the main arena where the struggle ia developing.
He said that there is a big change taking placec in the
orientation of the labor movement and it is "coming from
below" « That they have to note this change ^ stimulate
and guide it,

WINTER agreed with JACKSON'S proposal regarding the
Utilization of **Ehe Worker "stating %he Worker"has to become
the major instrument throTigh which we speak to our member-
ship and our friends. WINTER stated that he would like to
see the question of the rights o^ minority groups to the
ballot removed from the discussion. That while he agreed
with it in principle it was an abstract proposition and a
diversion at this time.

WEST agreed with the proposal on utilization of
"The Worker". He stated that in Illinois there is a problem
in the fight against the non- Communis t affidavit and that
"we" need a test case to fight this affidavit « WEST was
of the opinion that there were many facets to the 5ole of
the Party besides that of running a Party candidate.

JACK STACHEL then proposed they bring in a motion
on JACKSON'S proposal in regard to "The Worker" and on how
to implement our election program.

At the 2nd day's session^ LUMER is to report on
Education and JACKSON on propaganda.

Bureau will be kept advised.

- 10 -
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14/60,. NY^235a5S* advised that the
f the"enISrgifed NEC, CPUSA, was held in
on that date.

The following were among those in attendance;

second
V CP Headg

WILLIAM ALBERTSON
JAMES ALLEN
PHIL BART
MORRIS CHILDS
BEN DAVIS
BETTY GANNETT
CLARENCE HATHAWAY
GUS HALL
DOROTHY HEALEY
JAMES JACKSON
ARNOLD JOHNSON
ANTON KRCHMAREK

Approved

CLAUDE LIGHTFO
HY LUMER .

GEORGE MEYERS
IRVING PdTASH
DANNY RUBIN
JACK STACHEL
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG
LOUIS WEINS5!0SK
JAMES WEST
CARL WINTER f
WILLIAM WEINST
HERB APTHEKER
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GUS HALL invited all out-of-town comrades to
arrange to either see WILLIAM POSTER (bs? talk with him
on the phone*

The first report was on Party Education by HY LUMERo
LUMER said that what distinguishes the CP is the fact that it
bases its actions on scientific theory^ that theory being
Marxism-Leninism, He pointed out various reasons for
decline in education work in the past ten years ^ including
revisionism and the rise of '^MG CARTHYISM/' He said that
the situation has changed favorably with the successful
fight against revisionism in the CPo With the stabilization
of the Party there has come a concern ffir theory and a
sporadic revival of Educational work throughout the Party

o

In this connection he cited as examples the restoration of
the Marxist school - The Faculty of Social Science^ and the
revival of the organization of Party classes

o

LUMER outlined the following

s

lo Club Education ^

This has received too little attention.. The
National Education Department has provided material for the
Clubs from time to time and the best reception has been
the Discussion Guides^ The clubs need more of this type of
materiaL* Club discussion has been unsatisfactory due to
informami club Aeetings^ untrained leadership and lack of
attention on part of top leadership to club worker

2« Cadre Training

There have been some steps to implement this

•

Examples are nine day school in Detroit, part-time schools in
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle last sinmnero However,
no full-gTOwn cadre training p^^bieift^ is in operation

«

— '- ' " "
' <'T* ^ ""^ ' " . -I .1— II.... II.
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3^ Youth Education

There have been heartening developments in this
field and it is an important area of work which should be
developed on a national scale

o

4a Literature

With reference to this subject ^ LUMER cited
figures relative to output of publications of International
Publishers and New Centui*y illustrating drastic decline in
production of both during the past several years

^

5i Educational Apparatus

There are inadequacies in this field* Only
two districts have had continuous Educa^^
"trrgg^^'^elh^New Yp^rk_an<fIOhlgago r'T^^'gg'^^gTstri^ are operating
without an educational apparatus a A favorable climate now
£^jjfe&-for the functioning of the Nati^^^^^^^^^^^^^Bsion
and WILLIM^INSTO has been addecrtoTbs~~staff « ^

~

LUMER stated the reason for continuing weaknesses
was primarily tendency to brash aside Education work under
pressure of other tasks. These difficulties were compounded by
factlonalidisruption within the Party « He then outlined the
present situation and problems noting that the old comrades
have had no formal recent training and the younger comrades
have had none* He entamerated the following

s

1» Entire cadre needs theoretical training and I

refreshing* ^

2« Lack of confidence in theory which manifested
itself in lack of ideological militance in the Party

o

3<, There has developed/ especially on the club
levels a new core of leadership which is on the whole
inelKperlenced and tmtraihfed* '
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4, The Party inherited a lot of Ideological
weaknesses such as (a) lack of Marxist-Leninist methodology^
(b) extensive growth of bourgeois nationalism, and (c) lack
of understanding of the nature and role of the Party,

self study,
5* The Party has lost the habit of reading and

6« New theoretical problems have developed,

At this point LUMER said that **what has emerged
is the necessity of basing our theoretical analysis on the
Uo S« and our own problems o" He then presented the
following positive programs ^ ^ ^u^.

—

.a^-r..rrrcrraTO:^

1^ Party Clubs

Manual and Guides should be Issued for use of clubs
and other publications should be used more effectively*

2. Classes and Schools

National campaign should be undertaken to
organize Party classes in all Districts Schools should
be re-established in a number of major Districts and a
program should be started to train teachers in the Districts

•

A school year in which a program of one year is worked out should
be instituted,

3» Cadre Training

Organize in all Districts a series of part-time
cadre training schools to be held on weekends and nights with mat^rTiall
and assistance from the national education department* Undertake
national cadre schools* Each district set up a program of
singling out key cadre and assign them to district leaders for
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specialized training.
Marxist Revlew,^^

Wider use should be made of ^^The World

4^ Youth Education

This requires special attention* Classes in this
field at present time are mainly made up of non-Party students
and should be extended along this ldine« A pi*ogram should be
worked out with the National Youth Director

o

5^ Earty Affairs

This publication should be resumed as soon as an
Editor and proper staff can be obtained

o

According to LUMER# the National Education
Commission proposes a six month period of study from June
to December of this year on the question of the Marxist
Movement today and its perspectives • It also pur*poses a
series of articles in "Political Affairs*^ on the subject
of Education

«

LIMER noted that the National Office is starting
a series of seminars ^ the first of which is to be next
Friday ( 5/20/60) • He said he would lead it and the topic
will be "State monopoly capitalism.^ He suggested each
District do this for their leadership*

LUMER proposed that he be relieved of Youth and
Jewish work so that he may devote his time to organizing and
giving direction to Education work. He recommended that
all cadre training be assigned to WILL (WEINSTONE)o

- 5 -
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Following LUMER^S report there was a discussion
period wherein all individuals were in agreement with
the above report^ BART pointed out the average age of the
club chairmen j.s 20 years injfeht^^-gj^y aiia7"^werore^ zne'
p:^o5IM"tne FarEynfraFTs"T;liaF^t^ be a "rapid
training" of that leadership because it is the link to the
clubs a BART stated the idea of direction aid training of
clubs is most welcome and essential and that the training
of the "whole middle cadre" was necessary

^

DANNY RUBIN spoke about the steps taken regarding
education by the youth in Philadelphia « He stated ^we"
can start an educational program on a basic theoretical
level I however^ the pi^blem is that "too often we
leave it there" and we" don't get down to how people
are living, it is therefore too abstract

^

RUBIN in mentioning methods used in Philadelphia^
stated that examinations and individual interviews were applied
whereby basic questions on Socialism were asked « He also
stated that as District Educational Director for the last
four years (in Philadelphia) he only used the lecture method
once*

JACK STACHEL staM that every Party leader on every
level must be a participant in this educational program i

GUS HALL stressed the importance of cadre development;
study among the leadership itself* HALL cited a youth club
in Philadelphia whose members are between the ages of 18^23
and adeptly schooled in Marxism-Leninism o These individuals
are future club chairmen and District Organizers and the
distinction lies in education * They talk ilke Marxist leaders
and have an understanding of mass wot4c«

« 6 ^
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BETTY GANNETT stated the Party has to utilize
the printed word and examine how '^''Political Affairs" can
become a major Instrument regarding education

o

WILLI/LM WEINSTONE pointed out that the stmiggle
for principle is a major task* Also ^^we"' have to establish a
school year'^ rather than short-term educational programs

because you can^t teach Marxism**Leninism in nine days« ^^We^"^

have to develop a systematic program of step by step
education and also improve the quality of published material

o

GEORGE: MEYERS stated^re^ediication that there has been
a breaks tjiipugh,^^ concerned^ particularly
in Colleges whei'e stMents" want to know^wEIf^oel^ iSo
He stated-^'that"^'^we^" Kl^^ " gear" oW'W to
those comrades who feel the need of educationa

, and look upon
it as an instrumtent of struggle and as a weapon

o

MEYERS said ^Ve want our comrades to feel that they
understand Marxism and can give leadership on Ito'*'

ARNOLD JOHNSON stated that he felt that out of
respect for the Parties of other lands ^"we should
understand what is happening in these countries He
said that education is a requirement for this^ He indicated
that the requirements he considered necessary to approach the
problem of ^education ares

lo a degree of modesty

2o a lot of hard work

3o lack of an attitude of arrogance or conceit

4o a constant re-examlnatlon of fundamentals
with the realization that some things must remain constant^
such as "The well streams of our theory*"

— ^r-=
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JOHNSON continued that he felt one approach to the
problem of education was a subjective internal approach
of examining ideas. He said that the Party must take note
of the fact that there is sharp increase among the masses

^

"outside of our ranks^^ who are reading Marxist literature. He
said that ^^thia gives us a responsibility inasmuch as we
must be able to handle their questions/* Material must be
presented in such a way that everyone (Comrades) will feel
the necessity of getting '^'^hold of It^^ in order to meet day
by day problemsu

HERBERT ABTHEKER agre©d with LUMER*S reports He
said that the comrades think and talk one way at club meetings,
etc* but do not carry this thinking outside of the Party*
He added that o^ne thing that would help would be for
educational work to Reflect more fully what people. want
to.know^ and what they are discussing and readings
He cited as an example the fact that courses held in the
school on current problems^^ were the best attended* He
indicated a need for a cadre to be able to discuss problems
with intellectuals on their own levels He coiranented that^
they (intellectuals) are seekirig us outi^

---=:....^

JIM TOST said he thought the report was good and
the proposals made would help overcome shortcomings (in
educational work)^ He said "we must emphasize the training
of younjg people in the deggltjplneht ofjga^^ges .

" WEST
emi^asizea rnat tne PartyXas noT^aced research "on a
level required of a Communist Patty WEST pointed out that
at the present time there was -no collective use of research
in the Party -aiid.„he.felt there should^ be a central research
unit to collect and .-Bl^ material dealing with the
e3q)loitation of the liferking class

6
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L0U:CS WEINSTOCK said. In regard to Educational
work^ that he felt there was a need to organise a seminar
to study basi<si problems and discuss changes that have
taken place in the last 15-20 years i He felt that
an ideological struggle must be carried on to convince
Party people of the need of education

^

DOROTHY HEALEY said that what is needed is an
analysis of historic methods of Marxist education^ pointing
out that many leading Marxists have left the Party « She
said that "in^^epra^o"^^^ regard
It^ as an important and decisive means of communication and
this should be corrected

o

IRVING POTASH stated that he agreed with LUMER^S
report as far as it went^ He noted there is an absence of
teaching relationship between theory and tactics and said
there is a necessity to stress how to think '^when we
approach a prc^blemo" He continued ^^we have removed the
dialectical method from our everyday thinking o*^^

MORRIS CHILDS commented that a greater number
of people are showing interest in the Party^ He said the
question now is "how do we have a forum to train the
people and how do we educate this forum There is not
enough cadre in the Education field* The national leadership
has a definite responsibility to select people for
such a cadres The Districts also have a similar tasko

JAMEIS JAGKSON^then report on^ agitatlon^anji
pTOpagandaj He said the Party is now"l^a9y^to shif^ l'ts

"~

'gifnphasls to pi*actical activitlres* Concentration should be
on urban industrial workers i If the CP enlightens advanced

9 -
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workers then they in turn can be the teachers of the
slowero groups and these ideas will then flow in more
scattered channels « The masses jnust be^ educated sp that
they will have realization ot theH^asks "fHSffseTves ^ The
primary emphasis should_be th.e_th front^\
Agitation material must" be 'spicy and whet' the "app^^
propaganda* Agitation must have an immediate relationship
to the every day life of the masses

«

In preparation of material ^ the nature of class
interest of the audience must be determined and the
material ^ angled*"^ to that audience© All media^ including
TV^ radio ^and^Jv^^ should be usMTTn agitaflonal and
*l^pJg^ajD3c« Districts andTEKe^VentBT^^^
Tt'br fEe'purpose of setting up a competent committee of
specialists in this fields

ANTON KRCHMAREK said the key to educational work
is to cre9ite a desire in the comrades for a Marxist
education

«

ALEX/lNDER TRACHTENBERG stated that these
are books available in all fields of work and that the
Party has to be conscious of this fact^ He pointed out that
the Party is a poor Party and the cost of publishing a
book today is six times as much as it used to be^

BENJAMIN J. DAVIS stated that ideology is the
most decisive question before the Party at this time and that
criticism and self-criticism will flow much more when the
Party becomes united ideologically

«

10
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JACK STACHEL agreed with the reports given and
emphasised the role of the "Worker^^ relationship to the
proletariat o

CkllL WINTER stated that^'^we'' haY_e J'TM Jl^^^
for agitation;^ ^^P*A«_^_ for propaganda land we" must utilize
botfr al instinjment5 JLn3,u^-^^^^ He stated agitation
is not simply being' critical and that the essence is to
criticise in such a way as to mobilize for action^
WINTER point€id out that the Party has to realise that
there are diTerse qualities in everyone and should use
them collectively e Also that we have to elevate to the
highest level the best talent i^i the particular field

o

CL/iUDE LIGHTPOOT Stated that cadre training
was the first and foremost job of every political leader^
and that Political Affairs^^ should reflect and analyse
every struggle the Party goes through ^

BETTl GANNETT said that agitational material
has to be of immediate character and on single issues

^

She said ^Ve"^'' have a very serious responsibility on the
national and state level to handle agitational material
with dignity and an appreciation of the struggle needed
to get it out^ She felt that the Party needs some
popular mate3?lal that the club can use so that it can
give the position of the Party on various issues

«

HERB APTHEKER stated?

lo In agitation work the Important point is to

try and turn a key in the mind of the reader that something
is deeply wrong and try to expose a lie^

^ 11 «
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2i In addition to slogans and epigrams, APTHEKER
would add images

a

3i Agitational mateilal has to be infused with
fight and passion,

4i To Democracy and Socialism he would add
patriotism

„

APTHEKER rem3.:^Q^^J^^^M^^J[iS^^^<^ th^t^ 'Ve"
are among the saviors of~ot5F'count8i^ He said t^hat those^"
}iihQ-'-rvlis-xs^mr-Q and murdering iti"

Um& WEINSTOCK remarked that there would not be
a '^Dally Worker"* unless every single Party member is
convinced that this is an "A Number One" responsibility
at the present time* He sai'd that if the Party wants a
dally paper by next January, it will be necessary to
begin to wo2?k for it by June 1st and to have at least
$100,000 ready. Jbefore the Papty-"&gp:h¥^to talirt5t"-c^
to aoally p^e;p^

GUS EMIi said that concerning ""our*^ literature
in so far as content, style, and make-up, one would have to
conclude that the comrade who put it out have no intention
of influencing jmyone or anything with very few exceptions.
He said the Parby has no way of checking the effect of the
material that is put out and that a system ot. checking the
Influence of the material must be worked out^ He suggested
the possibility of setting up a watch-dog committee who
would, after reading '^Political Affairs" and '"The Woricer"
send in their criticisms concerning samei

- 12 -
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not
IRVINi} POTASH said ''our'' education must/be

directed primarily either to the most backward or the
most advanced people^, but it must ^ to the mass^
the majorltyjn jDetv^^ ke ~sai"d a methoHTfi\ifr^l"W^loped
tcTTInd^ut the real thinking of such a sector of the people *

WILL IffilNSTONE stressed the importance of agitation
work^ pointing out that it is the Party* s task to stir up
the masses i He said there is a weakness in the field of
Party propaganda and that' the Party is not striving to make
the working class ^ class conscious; He said the Party
should call upon the working man to 'Vaise his sights"^ and
introduce his o\m independent policy « Concerning the distribution
and sale of literature^ WEINSTONE said that among people say
they cannot distribute it because they will be exposed

o

He stated that ''*we'^^ as leaders must do more ourselves

»

JAMES JACKSON pointed out the need of modernizing
the agitational material and producing it with greater
quaUby and quant;ity; said "we^ have t^ orLJlour^^
presence onJtheJO^^cj^e^^^^^ JACKSON agreed
^tMfc-ttie^apeY ( "The ^orkeP^y'TTT^e^ar^^s number one
vehicle for agitation and said that in ther paper there is
the opportunity for many agitational pieces in one issue;

He said that in recent issues there have been
editorials that would lend themselves to re^piKjduction and
the Party should look at material in ^''The Worker*^^ in order
tp put out this material in leaflet foira; JACKSON remained
that he agreed with the point made by HERB (APTHEKER)
concerning patriotism;

BY LUMER recommended that a survey be made throughout
the ftembership to determine the reaction to ^^Political Affairs^^
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in order that a, report can be prepared by the Editorial
Board for presentation to the Secretariat i He said
the work in educational and propaganda fieldsi should be
"^departmentalized" and specific responsibility assigned

i

A motion was made that the reports on education
and propaganda be accepted; The informant was unaftlbe
to detei«m:|.ne the vote, but there appeared to be no
objection o —^

—

JTORRIS CHILDS next reported on Cuba^ In his
opifening remaiSs''WisiEcid==the°=-rep^n^
collective opinion of the Cuban Party i The fact that they
§3J©§^t agg!£?e:Ssion is forcing them to speed up their
economic and political plans in order to safe guard their
revolution i They say "friends in Europe" think the United
States will not attack Cuba at this time; However, ""they**
f^l differently. They feel there are two trericls~ln~"'"^
¥asmjigt6n "ar this time, one being to a^acFl^a now
and the other to choke the revolutidh"^Won6inic*"m€2uis,
diplomatlTS-THe'ans, and af^^

"

CHILDS stated that this means that while there are
differences in Washington on methods of timing both groups
want to d€d;roy Cuba; The Party in Cuba is growing, but
they, do not stress thisi Yoxx cannot discusslSSBl^ vd,th
themi„- . The Cuban people are--xtet^i«rlli:ga~1j^^

'

American people they can never subdue Cuba;

He said there are many ways to .support Cuba; In
Chicago a group of ministers helda meeting^mS'^lecrded to
send a delegation (to Cuba in the near future)^ The
'°National__Guardian'^ a tour; "¥e should speed these things
up," and organize them while there is timeo He said the
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trade unlqn forces should, be shown what the US lniperia3Jsts
are doingi There should/Some support from the trade union
forces herei "We" need p]?oposals as to how "we" can
bring this dangerous situation to the attention of the people,
the trade unions and mass organizations;

5/15/60;
Session adjourned to reconvene 10:00 AM, Sunday

^
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SUBJECT? CPUSA-ORGANIZATION
IS-C

™==-

GINAL
V (00: New York)

Remyairtel, 5/15/60i

CARE MUST BE USED IN REPORTING THE POLLOWINi
INFORMATION SINCE ITS VERY NATURE TENDS TO IDENTIPY-T -

SENSITIVE AND HIGHLY PLACED INFORMANT.

On 5/15/60, ^1M359^J§* advised that/th^ third
days' session of the enlarged" NEC, CPUSA, was i^;^^;4rrrCl^''
Headquarters, NYC, on that date^ "

^Jjj

The following were among those in attendance^/

JAMES ALLEN
HERB APTHEKER
PHIL BART
MORRIS CHILDS
BEN DAVIS
EUGENE DENNIS
BETTY GANNETT

CLARENCE HATHAWAY
6US HALL
DOROTHY HEALEY
JAMES JACKSON
ARNOLD JOHNSON
ANTON KRCHMAREK
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT
HY LUMER

GEORGE MEYERS
IRVING POTASH
DANNY RUBIN
JACK STACHEL
lOHlSSWEINSTOC
WILLIAM WEINSTONE
JAMES ¥EST
CARL WINTER
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OAOT TrT^™r.£^^
opened nominations for chaiiroan andCARL WINTER was nominated and accepted. HALL stated on

the agenda for today we have discussion and a couple of
information reportSi HALL stated that in the last 30
days since NEC meeting many new developments have occurred
among them the "plane incident" on which some time should
be spent i BAUr-Simiea-^bfm^e EISENHOWER administration
has been forced to take peace steps, but below the surfaefe

war ^rce£^old.jw^
dearrng^,_S^a|^.:anFcorice^^ HALL Stated the
seriousness of the situation can be measured by the confusion
and desperation, and that a crisis exists in government
and leadership. HALL emphasized that fRe recent spy plane
infident must be considered within the context of the
general background of the American sphere of influence referring
specifically to situations in South Korea, South Afrlda,
Tuifeey, Cuba, Japan, Viet-Nam, as well as the domestic
peace movements.

HALL stated this .incident _( spy plane! created ''the //

^9^^. massive self-expdtee "that has" Faker olaceZH^'histTrv^
wht^rm-rTrssr^tQ-witrapomm si^^ '

defense has been received from any quarter^ He said there
are twomain_rgs^ons, the danger of acofdental atomic war
and Tne—dS"°Govemment has been caught in so many lies, that
the vemcity of the US is in doubt. The World Peace forces
have never had such a clear cut issuer

HALL askedjhas this created a new situation which
would necessitate a hew basic analysis of the general
situation. He indicated at this time it did not, but there
is a need for much more discussion. HALL stated that the US
ideology and economic situation was based upon "cold war
tensions" and that this explains the apparent dilemma and
contradiction of the US at the present time;
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HALL posed the following questions

s

li Is co-existence wishful thinking?
NOi It can be achieved and the Soviet Union
has moral standing!
The- Soviet Union is fighting for peace

»

2e Is peace the central issue? If

Yesi War is no more inevitable than it wasi fl

3« Is thel^e any apparent difference between the
Soviet CP and the Chinese CP?

HALL said such so called differences should
be considered in the light of their different
problem and_J%fe^ should not invent any differences

«

He said the''""clasgBe"iJro^
^

understand

i

HALL said that the central conclusion to be drawn
is around the whole struggle for peace o The Summit Meeting
will dramatise West Berlin and Geraany and some very
serious situations can develop from ito

JAMES JACKSON (utilising the security of the
blackboard) stated that the Party must help prepare the
American public to accept peaceful co-existence and stated
that the Party must be prepared for a substantial counter-
thrust on the part of reactionary forces with regard to
Cuba^ He pointed out thatjjiteryention in Cuba could sett
off reacT15riS'""1trr-Qi^^ Japan

HERBERT APTHEKER stated that the Party must point out
that the US Government is instituting McCarthyism in that the
CIA and the jjatlc^nal Sejcurity^Co^uncil are becoming the „
^'S5^^^~fo^i^e^^^ regard to Ainei^^a^
^tB:tB€r^a^ se agencieS"n&p'e¥ate" Mthout Gongressional
control and in secrecy

o
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APTHEKER listed the following points

s

lo That he felt GUS HALLOS charge of double-
dealing and arrogance should be directed against the US
Gove3minent rather than at the people of the US because the
people of the US are shocked at policies followed by the
government*

2i That the Party must point out that the US
Government has become committed to the use of atomic weapons by
its armed forces

^

3i The moral degradation of the US in being allied
with FRANCO and CH|VNG Kai She.Sk must be pointed out*

4o The racism, arrogance^ and rottenness of the
|

ruling ciass in the US must be pointed outi

5» Point out the growing idea of preventative
war in military circles

«

6a The Party must intensify its struggle against
|

Cl^ and other such forces

o

JACK S^PACHEL stated that the Soviet Un^on has
pinted out that'^^^'^dold war is not a preventative/war but
a step in the direction of wari STACHEL said that the Party must
take up an extensive stiniggle to show what the cold war is
and what co-existence is and that co-existence does not mean
merely preserving the status quOo

JIM ALLEN stated that the Party must center sfcbention

upon the fact that the dominant trade union leadership is allied
with the cold war forces ^ He urged an evaluation of all the
forces and currents within the labor movements ALLEN commented
that it Is unforttmate that other aspects of the mass movement
such as the student movement and the peace movement are
advancing ahead of the trade union movements

^ ^
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CLARENCE MTHAWAY, stated^tM^ be
counted upon to jidh promote peace
^^^''^^^^^^^^St^Se^^ IhlTfie^p^tlemen^^^mr^^K^ 1^11W nothTrig c^
the precifktion of war* He stated that all the
developments in the '^plane incident" are examples of the way
KHRUSHCHEV takes advan^agiTof^ in
the^ bourgeois-'l^l?lT3-£tnd uses those^jspntradiotio^^ to
further peaceful co«exlstenceT

HATHAWAY stated that there is a ""division of
labor^*^ among the Communist forces in the w>rld and that each
Communist force must fulfill its responsibility in accordance
with the situation which exists in its part of the worlds
To illustrate this ''division of labor'' HATHAWAY cited the
examples of KHRUSHCHEV ''in the most powerful socialist
state talcing advantage of favorable aspects of the present
perlodj the situation in the Far East gives the Chinese Party
the responsibility of e^osing the role of the imperialist
powers in the Pacific areai HATHAWAY pointed out that GUS
HALL has hit upon the things which "Ve^ must do to strengthen
the peace movement

^

HATHAWAY stated that this Summit meeting will not
settle everything but that others will follow and
tjiat '^KHRUSHCHEV will wrest^concessions _figm t^ He
salHTh^^ISh all
agll&atioh and speeches

. a^ ^ an to thg" adhi'^ivemen^^^ ^of
peace a3i9 co«^±t^^

IRVING POTASH discussed the APL«CIO foreign
policy conference i He said that this conference brought
to the surface MEANY**S cold war policies and expressed
the boldest attempt by the cold war forces to use the
trade union movement to bolster their position In the US
and internationally

0
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POTASH referred to MURRAY KEMPTON^S column
(in the NY Post) in which KEMPTON asked whether one
state department isn't enough* (implying that the APL-^

CIO leaders, are trying to usurp the function of the State
DeparfeiQBBt)o POTASH stated that the_Sovi£±.iInimL.3^^
come to J;he
^mo5^S^n£liS-jmd^
particular CIA*

POTASH stated that although no voice was raised
at the conference in opposition to MEANY^ undercurrents
of opposition to MEANY do exist in the APL«.CIO and that
such opposition has been demonstrated in the, form, of
statements by such leaders as HARTNETT, CURRAN, REUTHER^
EMIL MAZEY^ and by the fact that there were majiy absentees
from the conference*

POTASH stated that MEANY found it necessary to
call this conference because of a need to counteract
the effect of the peaceful co-existence position of the
entire labor movement outside the US and because MEANY
fears the influence of pi»ogressive forces in the trade
imion movements

POTASH stated that the Party must encourage
progressive forces in the trade union movement to participate
in the opposition to MEANY' S cold war policy and to
hel^i develop the skill and irftiative of the rank and file in
fomulating resolutions, organizing round robins, distributing
leaflets and flyers, encouraging comrades to take the floor
at meetings, and supporting the positions of such leaders
as MAZEY, CUBiRAN and in certain in^ances REOTHER and
CAREYo

- 6 -
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POTASH proposed that the Party aim its fire at
such enemies of labor as ADENAUER and in the unions such
enemies as DUBINSKY and LOVESTONEo POTASH said the Party
must take advantage of the fact that the leaders '^Mo not
love DUBINSKy/' and that LOVESTONE IS a mystery in the
unions which the Party should clear up«

CARL WINTER, as chairaian, at this point reported
he had received a note from JACK (STACHEL) which^ according
to WINTER^ expressed the sentiments of the committee but
that it would be w^l to lake ^consensus**" on Iti WINTER
(apparently referring to note) stated that several speakers
have stated they thought HALL spoke of our country as a
coimtiy of hypocrites and double dealers but that what he did
say was that these actions^ by our government have created
a reaction abroad that we are a nation of double dealers^
WINTER asked if eveiyone agreed to this and at the same
time stated that if anyone objected he may speak

o

LIGHTFOOT said he had told newspaper reporters
that we are rapidly becoming a nation of hypocrites ^

particularly concerning the Negro question; He added that
the American people must assume the responsibility for
tolerating this type of government

o

At this point a brief recess of seven minutes
took place

9

GEORGE MEYERS Stated that at a meeting he had^
following the plane incident ^ he had discussions that
brought out the point that if a Soviet plane had been
shot down over the US we would be at war^ He also expressed
fear of secrecy in government as presenting possibility of
unknown people controlling life or death through an atomic
war* He concluded by escpressing opinion that as far as
preventing war the reaction of th^ American people will have
more influence than anything else;
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BETSY GAWNESDT stated that-the Pa3?ty must point
out the tough fight for peaceful co-existence and escpressed
worry that there may be a shift in the direction that
there is no possibility for peaceful co-existence i On the
question of secrecy, GANNETT reported that we got to
resurrect actions which took place in the recent past to
show the lies that were perpetrated on the American people
by the American Government « She felt that the Party has a
more serious Job of exposing monopoly capitalism and its
machinations

i

ARNOLD JOHNSON suggested that a two-day session on
Peace be held in order to determine how to establish peace
movement J discussion on danger spots to world peace;
examination of war literature; estimation of Party*

s

influences; rele of military in govennmeM, JOHNSON felt
that the timing of the Party* s activities in this field is
acute due to the tremendous change in the thinking of the
American peopled

Lunch break from 12:50 to l;25i

MORRIS CHILDS stated there is a need for
discussions but we must go beyond that and deal with the
concrete possibilities of establishing a broad front
struggle for peaces

WILL WEINSTONE quoted LENIN as saying in 1922
that governments prepare war secretly behind people's
backs. He urged the Party to issue slogans relative to the
i960 elections that the coimtry needs "honest" leaders

i

He felt that the Party should ^ci^stalize the labor
movement against the cold war* He also felt that the Party
shouB give greater attention to SANE (committee for Sane
Nuclear Policy), in relation to demonstrations in San,.
Prancisco , agains"^~'EnenHCtB--herar±ngST^® :

8 n

5-
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1^ That ''The Worker" play it big,

2^ That the SP district praduce folder and
distribute it nationally and if necessary the national office
should provide the necessary funds *

LIGHTPOOT regarded the general Une of GUS -

(hall) report as good and said that EISENHOWER'S„BQ5i-fcion
has suddenly changed and that^^jmiiJuajiCH^ positiSI^that
EISENHOWER is a ^peace„ inar^^ by war forces^we^^
can no longeF agree^ with l"^

He said that the handling of the spy-plane incident
by the Soviet forces has broadened the whole struggle for
peace g It has brought in new forces for peace
who previously believed that EISENHOWER was following
a policy of peace

o

This gives the peace movement an offensive
and places the whole American Government on the defensive

«

We have to find ways to show that the Party has
been right all along about American Imperialism

^

LIGjfEPPOOT agreed that the Peace question is the most
Important question i

DENNIS said let us not keep referring to the
latest elements such as the spy plane incident o One has to
make reference to the obvious '^it was a hostile military
act It « s objective ^was J;o^ torpgdo J^^^^ i

DENNIS stated ^Eat the pTOspects of this^^Svmimit Conference
today is much better than two or three weeks agoi

He said the issue of peace and the starnggle for
peaceful co-existence is the overriding issue of our time^

^ 9 ^
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JAMES JACKSON proposed that the Party use the
election campaign to increase the circulation of "The Woifcer"

JACK STACHEL made a motion that JACKSON'S
proposal be adopted and that the "'Orgi Bureau" and the
election campaign committee be instructed to work out
details to make it effective throughout the country

i

DOROTHY HEALEY suggested that the Party address
Itself to the question of 'txeapportioment^"' (of Congressional
Districts) the rights of minQrlties, and the representation
of Negroes and Puerto RicanSi With regard to the role of
the Party in California, HEALEY stated that the Party Is
going to "take advantage of the mass media" by becoming
involved in issues which will be before the voters such as taxes
and the water issue ^ In California the Pai*ty is proposing
to set up a formal, legal Communist Committee in support of

,

or opposed to issues^ which will be considered by the voters

i

CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT Stated that he supported JAMES
JACKSON'S motion that "The Worker'" be^^e^^rln^iE^l jngaium
through which the Party "participate in the election campaign

i

BEN DAVIS stated he felt the matter of whether
to have a national election canroaign committee should be
decided by **thls body^ (the NEC) rather than the
Secretariat, and that GUS (HALL) should head the national
election campaign committee

i

ARNOLD JOHNSON said he felt the Party. should
attempt to 'erect ten CTdhgr^^^loh^^
the' fblibvdng possibilities:

-^-^-^-^^-^-^^-^
-

'

—

iEiao»=candldates for Congress from^NYj one-aH-tMo
from Gallfamlai one or two from Illinois i one from Mixjhigani

one from.-Ohio; one" from l»ennsylvaniaj one flom the state
drWashlngtonj possibly one from New Jerseyj possibly one from

Massachusetts op possibly one from Minnesota^ Indianai, or Wisconsin
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GEORGE MElffiRS stated that there is wide-spread
gerrymandering in Baltimgre against both minority groups
and working-class people, ^and that the Party must make
this matter a part of its appi'oa.ch. MEYERS stated that in
Washington, D.C., Negroes are denJTed^the vote because the
people of Washington know that a Negro-^would ibe elected
Mayor or the Negro people would decide who is\elected
Mayor. MEYERS described this as .a blatant sit'tia|;ion and
said, "We ought to go to tbwh' on that anjLiiey^3iJ~eALa.t;.d£op.

With regard to the Presidential campaign MEYERiiJ
said he feels that the situation in the Democratic and
Republican parties is still fluid and that the nominations
are not necessarily going to Jell around any two candidates
and that the Party should not yet take sides,

JIM WEST stated that in Illinois they had decided
they should try to find a candidate to make a challenge on

the question of a non-Communist affidavit,

JACK STACHEL suggested setting up a platfom
committee of about five comrades to get the platform out

by June 15. STACHEL suggested the following comrades for
the Committee : Prom New York, BEN DAVIS, HATHAWAY and
ARNOLD JOHNSON. With regard to the National Election

Campaign committee, STACHEL suggested that it be composed
of the Secretariat plus an allotted number from each
district.

WILLIAM WEINSTONE stated that..... it will not be

possible to put up in all places a Congressional candidate

-11-
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in the name of the Party because of Insufficient strength
or because legal conditions make it difficult. He suggested
that the question of left coaltion candidates and Party-
candidates be combined.

DANNY RUBIN stated that anewjfoiit^m^jj^a^
y/1

"Ne]'^ Horizoas," has been launched whlclT wilXTgive a Marxist
M dmT§T£^^-the you^'-mwemehT and a "sociairs^TEncIsF-
/ Ee^S'33SaSoCli^:iTOOffl^WQC^S^J^^^
/ publicatlcffw It will use the technique' of controversy and

example rather than lecturing and will consider not only
political questions facing youth but also other questions of
interest to youth.

RUBIN stated that this publication is considered
a key factor in building a national youth organization
and that a budget Qf_iLZ.QOO is necessary to guarantfte its
success, jpiom uune j.^ vo tne miuuie oi oep&emDerj an at^uempt
will be made to raise $5000 in fund drives and $2000 in
subscriptions of one dollar each, RUBIN stated that young
people have found it possible to get subscriptions for
this publication from adults who would not contribute to
other fields of the left, and that the publication will have
a good list of adult sponsors. RUBIN commented that he felt
this publication will be effective in closing the gap
Detween uemocrauic youtn ana i^ne youtn oi tne xeiu.

IRVING POTASH stated that preventing the government
from transferring HENRY WINSTON to a prison hospital was a
notable victory, but that there has been a relaxing in the
Party of the campaign for clemency and that this campaign
must be intensified.

-12-
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POTASH stated that WINSTON has opposed legal
action to obtain release for him because he is afraid
such a campaign would be a substitute for mass action^
but that an effort Is being made to convince WINSTON that
legal action should be taken

c

POTASH said that WILLIAM PATTERSON did a good
job abroad in the campaign for WINSTON and he hopes that
EoG. FLYNN will continue the campaign, POTASH stated that
Reverend KING (MARTIN LUTHER) has sent a letter on behalf
of WINSTON and that KING will be asked whether this letter
can be made public,

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT stated that the WINSTON campaign
should gather such momentum that it will become a household
word* LIGHTFOOT said that GIL GREEN has decided not to
file for parole in September because he is "so selfless"
he does not want to divert from the campaign for WINSTON^
but that efforts are being made to persuade GREEN to file
for parole*

CARL WINTER suggested that the Party should
follow up its achievements by advising its supporters
what has happened specifically mentioning the WINSTON
easeo

GUS HALL next mentioned the coming National Farm
Conference, saying that SAM DAVIS was doing a good Job, but
HALL was of the opinion that it would be valuable if a
representative from the West Coast and the South could
attend.
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GUS HALL then said that Comrade MORRIS (CHILDS)
has been doing a very important job and has been able to
make a real contribution in a specific field* He said
that generally his work has been of a very high caliber
and J therefore J ^'the Secretariat suggests that we elect
Comrade MORRIS as tffe i*'oreign Arrairs Secre^aryW^he Party
THa0^3mE::^MSimjr^^

this b^^ only (NEC ) o
~"

|

HALL next stated that the feeling with regard to
the Secretariat is to increase it to 8 in number, which
would include CLAUDE (LIGHTFOOT), IRVING (POTASH) and
GEORGE (MEYERS) from Baltimore o This would strengthen the
Secretariate

BEN DAVIS commented that he was not in favor
of enlarging the Secretariat. DAVIS also commented that
this body (NEC) is too large, saying that in order to
discharge responsibilities, it would be better to have
smaliU^ groups o He said the nature of the Secretariat is
that/jbught to be a small body and "I** do not encourage a
tendency to increase ito .

lAMESG JiSBKSON suggested a system of designating
"alternates" to insure a ^orum in the absence of other
comrades. This will still retain the principle of a
numerically small Secretariate

LI6HTP00T was not in favor of "alternates" and
said he wouldn't serve as such.

-14-
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LUMER expressed favor of enlarging the Secretariat,
but was not in favor of "alternates."

BEN DAVIS spoke again and indicated he would
favor the addition of GEORGE (MEYERS) on Secretariat
and leave off the other two (POTASH and LIGHTFOOT).

GEORGE (MEYERS) commented that due to the
nature of his work, he would not always be available t»
attend meetings and it must be understood that would be
a way in which he would function,

HATHAWAY was in favor of enlarging the Secretariat,
but limiting the participation of invited guests.

Following further discussion, LIGHTFOOT proposed
the possibility of "going back to the old form of Party
organization," of having a Secretariat of 4 and a resident
board (or resident NEC). No decision made.

HALL moved for adjournment with discussion to
continue at the next meeting of NEC.

Meeting adjourned 5sl6 p<.m.

-15-
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Time, T3^e and Place of Meeting

(u)

On Sunday, May 15, 1960, the National Executive Comnittee
(NEC) of the Coimriunist Party, USA, met in Communist Vartp^Mad-
quarters, 23 West 26th Street, New York City^ This was/the third

day of a three-day meeting.

Persons in Attendance

The following members of the NEC were in attendance:

PHIL BART
BENJAMIN DAVIS
EUGENE DENNIS
GUS HALL
CLARENCiL HATHAWAY
DOROTHY HE/iLEY

JPmS JACKSON
ANTHONY KRCHMAREK
CLAUDE UGHTFOOT
KYMN LUMER
GEORGE MEYERS
IRVING POTASH
JACK STACHEL
JAMES WEST
CARL WINTER

(U)

The following guests were in attendance'

BILL ALBERTSON
JAMES ALLEN
HERBERT APTHEKER

,MORRIS CHILDS
BETTY GANNETT
ARNOLD JOHNSON
DANNY RUBIN
ALEXANDER TRACHTENBSEG
LOUIS WEINSTOCK
WILLIAM WEINSTONE «

'(U)
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WEIWSTOCK was present for the morning session, DENNIS
was present for two or three hours, CARL WINTER was the Chairman
cn May 15, 1960. f^i\
jReport oti the InteYr.ational Situation 1/ ^ « ts«

I

and the Struggle for Peace J/ I^
GUS HALL made a report which he c^led the international

situation and the struggle for peace » ^^^j^SHULl4AN taped HALL'$
speech and then left the meeting with tHetapec It is assumed
that ^"LMN will make the recording available to WILLIAM Zo

HALL stated, the shooting dcvm of the U«2, or the spy-plane
incident, brought many developments to the surface and triggered
other events « It sharpened certain differences in the Eisenhower
administration » The Eisenhower administration and United States
imperialism had been sort of cotQpelled to ba for peace • However

,

the pro-'^war forces are still very powerful. In actuality , the
United States Governinent did a contrary thinge It professed to
work for peace and prepared to worsen the international situation^
Therefore J we can say that the old John Foster Dulles policy still
continues 5 although the general direction toward an understanding
with the Soviet Union is still the sa^e^

The present situation has expoced double dealing^
fyaud and deceit of the United States Co'j'.Hrmex)C9 The shooting
down of this plane over the Soviet Untou aKso showed the
possibility of accidental atomic war^ vJe need no details on the
plane incident o We know that this Id only one of a series of
events that shook the United States » There were many quakes in

the world during the last thirty daySc All of these were felt
in the United States* The seriousne^yvi of this U-2 incident can
be measured only by the desperation o^ the United States Governments
We might even say that it is a temporary government crisis and
also a crisis of leadership

o

l^iis government of ours is not as stable as it is cracked
up to beo Even if only in a miniature way^ this present inter

«

national situation showed how a real United States Government/

^ 2 -



crisis can develop* Temporarily, the abip of state is in

confusion and in bewilderments Each department of the govern-
ment is contradicting the other. We should see the spy-plane
incident in the proper background » There have been thirty
days of upheaval that shook the United States and its influence

o

The South Korean crisis is not yet over* The South African
crisis is still developing. The dream that went with two hundred
years of exploitation of Africa has exploded. The crisis in

Africa is not yet over and it is affecting the United States •
|

ai^| M

The crisis in Turkey also is not over yeto That crisis
has weakened United States influence , It is important to
remember that the last meeting of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation took place under mageioi law*

The Cuban crisis continues and its influence is being
felt all over the Americas « The Cuban situation affects the
ability of the United States to move or not to move* Japan
continues in ferment. The ratification of the security treaty
between the United States and Japan is not yet assured, 7J: is

not in the bag yet, especially since the U-2 incident o There
are developments in South Viet Nam, which is a sphere of influence
of the United States* The exploding situation there is beginning
to take on fighting forms

«

The deep«golng events in many countries of the world reach
the United St-a.teSc In the United Stat*^s al^^o, there ara movements
and developments. The student movement ii> tae South, and now in

the North, and the events of the last fSve days in San Francisco,
prove this and show that the student discontent is a world-wide
phenomenon o The peace movement in the Waited States is on the
upgrade. It is gcowing in sise and scope c We need to see all
of these developments and their interrvrrtions in order to draw
conclusions

«

The growing instability in the world has increased effect
on the United States, the very heart of world capitalisme
Developments in the capitalist woyld show great instability*
There is the rivalry of the two trade blocs in Europe, Germany
is the leader of one bloco Great Britain leads the other bloco



One will be defeated and die. The internal struggle in Germany,
which has been postponed, will emerge, and the Stmmit will
influence this, too. The United States is unable to take
advantage of this struggle between the rival blocs in Western
Europe because the economic situation in the United States is

not too good either, despite the glowing figures o The economic
situation in the United States is not too stable, as can be

seen in the reports on the steel and auto industries which were
mde at this meeting of the EZZo

The U-2 spy-plane incident took place in the context
of this instabilityo This is the most massive self^exposure
in history and it is not yet over^ The United States is in an
almost impossible situation, yet it continued to arrogantly
announce that it will make U-2 flights on the date of the Summit*
The United States is in a terrible position and it put its allies
in an almost impossible position as partners in crimeo The
United States will withdraw from this position. It will try to
extricate itself o There has been an extreoj^; reau'cion a^e^innt
this position of the United States, as ahm:.' in ::he trany editorials
in newspapers and maga.^ines« The Unitx^d Staces has never been
in a situation like this before,. I do not know if anyone has
completely defended the United States regarding this position o

|

Even reactionaries are not defending these acts* We know that I

the *'New York Post J' the "few Republic^*' KO^MAN COUSINS in the
^^Saturday Review Literattire,^* c:nd i^LAX ZTE^J^Mm is. hlB
Chicago speech on i^y 14, 1960, h^^^e n..:), axK^mned, but^ en the
contrary, have e:tposed this position cf the l>nii;:ed States o f Ajk \J

The reaction of the people is cr^jcl,^! because they
eee in this spy"pia;ae incident the dang*:V cii eccidentai atomic
warfare 0 Also, there is a reactio::^ tb.xc^i^;ho^t the wori.d cu the
moral question « Who will believe us £in;a no:/ on? In regard
to the Cuban-United States submarine iiAc;xde:at, who will believe
the United States now? Although the Amaricmi people are bewildered,
they are generally alarmed. The majority of the American people ^
do Eot yet understand who the forces are who favor war* They do



not understand the Dulles policy or the imperialist, aggressive
nature of the United States Government Cjt^\J{

World reaction is very^ unfavorable to the
United States. Only KONRAD ADENAUER can find words of agreement
The United States stands exposed as a double-dealing

5
lying

nation. There is a growth of neutralism in the world and it
will continue to grow. There is a possibility of withdrawal of
nations from military alliances with the United States, In
many countries, domestic consideration will require withdrawal
from military entanglements with the United States. The world
peace forces never had such an issue before. The balance of
power scales have tipped in favor of the socialist states and
are now weighted heavily in their favor. Or to state it another
way, the capitalist world j.ost much and the socialist world gained
very much in this shift •

We in the United States must be prepared for such sudden
shifts as we have seen in the last weeko M^re shifts will jar
the balance of power and the world will not revert back to the
oldo Has this created a new world situation? It is not important
that it be basically a new situation. We do not need a new
analysis, Ou^: old analysis still stands. The line of the 17th
National Convention of the Cpmmunist Party, USA is still porrect,
and that which the world Marjfist movement said about the world
situation still stands also. But we do see in the making
possibilities for a new situation. The current events only
show a current development in the general crisis of capitalism.

It is another i^tep in a new turn. The United States is being
challenged in 9 new world situation, "flie possibility for

j

aeace-

gQ^;gdj tenpe^^^^ i^ despite powerful war forces in the

^Dhited Spates. Generally speaking, the United States is in a

serious dilemma and is facing many contradictions.

Since 1946, the United States has been involved in the

cold war and has been spying since that time. We can say that

it began with the Fulton, Missouri, speech of Winston Churchill.

Already at the San Francisco conference to establish the United

c» 5
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Nations^ iiaperialism planned a shift in its policy* Since that
time J everything in the policy of the United States has been A

based on the cold war. All production, the entire economy,
;

the budget, the national debt, and various alliances were based
on this outlook--the cold ware Even ideology was based on this,
and as John Foster Dulles once said, in order to retain this
kind of an outlook, we need to put blinders on the peopleo We
need tensions and brinkmanship to bind the people to this policy

o

Juafc like a balloon needs air to keep it Inflated, the cold war
needs tensions o ih

Then there are the counter^pressures. These are the
socialist world, the peace forces all over the world and the
resistance against burdens for war, such as taxes, etc. People
begin to see the danger of nuclear warfare and the danger of
the H-borabo So, when you relieve tensions, it is like letting
air out of a balloon <, This eKplains the contradictions in the
United States; that is, you release tensions and then you
increase tensions. All of these things are signs of the gene:

crisis o£ capitalism as we see it here in the United States

«

Now, in regard to basic policy, is it vTrong to put forth
the idea of co-existence? Is it wishful thinking? The answer
is that there is no room for such ^t^estions « ThB Soviet Uoion ,

because it believes in peace ^ always believed lrp50-6xistence o_

Itie^Soviet Union's fight for peace has given iT'moral standing
and prestige in the world unlike never before o Jhe straggLle for

^^co^;e2£is£aaas==j£Qatim even though there is an ebb and flowo
We put emphasis on peace as the central issue ^ This is correct

o

If this current international situation proves anytbisg, it__prov&s
^e need morfe emphasis on pea^e^o_ /

The pronouncements of the 20th and 21st Congresses of
the CPjSU that war is not inevitable are not incorrect o The
possibilities for peace are still greats We need peace movements
to accompany this outlooks The 17th National Convention of the

Communist Party, USA rejected the idea that peace is here« We
have to fight for peace* We rejected the concept of a national
peace fronts These incorrect ideas showed we could be wrong in
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regard to the differences which were being talked about in A v

regard to the relations between the Soviet Union and China. lUCT jU

As a result of the current events, some people are already
saying that the Chinese Communist Party is right and that NIKITA
KHRUSHCHEV is wrong. We American Communists should not invent
such differences. Let us remember thaF tiBenjnftecl Stat€is does
irenjQpy"XfKHBi^ and Chinese waters and is the aggressor.
The United States is violating Chinese air space daily. I cannot
keep track of the protests China has numbered in regard to
these violations e China is not in the United Nations, nor is it
recognized by the United States o What attitude should China
take toward United States imperialism? The Soviet Union is in
a different position « The Soviet Union is in the center of things
and can command and lead the fight for peaceful co-existence.
This does not mean that the Chinese and the Soviets differ on the
world situation. Maybe they have some differences on some internal
problems e Maybe the Soviet Union does not see the Communes as

the Chinese see them. MDSt of the Marxist world may not fully
understand the Chinese Communes. I personally would have to be
educated and shown. Maybe with a better understanding of Chinese
conditions, I would more clearly grasp some of the internal
problems of China^ but we reject speculation about differences
between the Soviet Union and China ^ Nothing good can come out
of such speculation 0 /j^i^

Now here are ^^ecentral conclusions. ^eh^e_^ strugglg^
^or peace • \le have to take^^aTEfesirTooF'^'^the peace movement
l:his ;^^oBIem has already been discussed in the Secretariat. Peace
is now on the upgrade. We see the beginning of a series of joint
actions developing on the peace front. New forces are asking for
international law^ no nuclear tests j and hands off Cuba. In
regard to Cuba^ we must point to United States policy and show
how it endangers the peace of the world and not merely Cuban
independence

5

Ther^ must bejgore,,,.fi^QSurgs^^ the waig forces « We must
expose tEe dangir^ol the war atmosphere which fias^^been created

o

We must condemn war atmosphere and show how they can breed
^^^^



accidental waro

We should eg^^^^ and the open^-^^^iesjplc
If^hem is genuine disarmament , tfierFTs^^otKxrig'^ t inspectT^^
In the peace movement generally, we must push for more united
action, We should be building grass«roots organizations for
peace. We must look into the possibility of establishing shop
peace committees ^ It may be possible to set up a national peac6
letter o Such a letter is needed now and it might emanate from
Washington ^

We^hogld raiBe- the^, need^£or.„mor-edei^gg trat^^^

such as marches, picketing/ etc. We should keep an eye on the
Summit o New issues will arise o Peace emerges as a crucial issue
of the elections. It may be necessary for us to expose the bases
of the two old political parties again o We need to raise to a
new level the idea that only a peace movement of the people will
preserve the peace. We cannot leave this to the government alone^

On the war danger, the Summit meeting will dramatize the
question of Berlin and Germany as the real issue,, A serious
situation can develop from the ^ENAUER position if the United
States sticks by it. We can also see danger resulting for Cuba
in the policies of the United States o We should also keep in

mind that there are also always scapegoats • The United States
Government may want to take it out on us^ So we sh9uld very
realistically take note of the present situation

«

In regard to the Summit many think that it ifiay result in

victories for peace and that there may be agreement on the ending
of nuclear tests. There may be some compromise on the question
of Berlin* The United States may have to retreat on some things*

These are times for mass movementSo The Communist Party, USA
must not miss the buSo
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Remarks of JAMES JACKSOHJ />jpt| ^^EmAl
The speakers were limited ho seven minutes each in the

discussion period. ^^-^ *
^

JIM JACKSON stated, the main problem is Berlin o How the
Utiited States will approach this problem will show whether it

will make a contribution to peaceful co-eKistence* The United
States might retreat on Berlin and use this as a diversion to

intervene in Cuba* If this happens there would be reaction in

other parts of the worlds such as Formosa and South Korea* The
area for maneuvers by United States imperialism is very much
restricted at this memento

^^
Someone from the back of the room shouted that the^heory

oi JACKSOM in regard to Berlin and Cuba is too schematic /^^^^ ^

^Remarks of HERBERT APraSKERj^^M^

HERBERT APTHEKER stated that parliamentary democracy is

in a crisis, particularly i^ Italy and in France* The American
imperialists are spreading the idea that in the United States
there is an open democratic society, as many editorialists saj.

Imperialists also say that is this democratic society which
hinders' the United States,

APTHEKER stated that fte would say that it is untrue that
we have an open democratic society in the United States. Basic
UnitedLStates policy is made by the_Security Council and the CIAs
wXtlT^c^^^^gresgidn^ controlrTurther^^ the Securitsr^ouncil
an9The"ciA^^e noF'^ct^poied of elected representatives o There
is an increasing absence of democratic procedures o We have to
show that the United States has ties with such tyrants as

FRANCO and ADENAUER * We have to show that there are people in
the United States Government who still cling to the preventative
war theory o We need to carry on ^ struggle against the CIAo
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Remarks of JACK STACHEL

JACK STACHEL stated that ini 1955», JOHN FOSTER DULLES
said that there is no contradiction between the cold war and

co=existence. The Soviet Union said just the opposite^ Hhe

cold war cannot replace a real ware Co-existence does not
mean the status quo.

American policy went through various evolutions. The

cold war began in 1946 and up until 1950, the Utiited States

thought it had a monopoly on the atom bomb and was getting ready
to take over the socialist worlds A blueprint of this plan
appeared in "Colliers" magazine. During the period between
1950 and 1953, the Ufaited States was practicing brinkmanship.

In 1955, the United States had to go to Geneva after there was
a shift in the relation of world forces and the world Marxist
movement

.

The Soviet Union has said that war is not inevitable,

While war is not inevitable, p^aea is not inevitable either.

So we have to be on guard*

[Remarks of JAMES ALLEN

JIM ALLEN said, a shift nas taken place in the position of
the United States. The international position of the United
States will influence the internal relations in our country

o

Labor is for the cold war. In order to consolidate their position,

the monopolies have called for a Summit conference between labor

and capital to solve economic problems on the home front. The
central question in the fight for peace is the mobilization of
labor. We have to address ourselves to this task,

"Remarks of CLARENCE HATHAWAyJ
CLARENCE HATHAWAY stated that he agreed with the remarks

of GUS HALL. He said that the Communist Party, USA should not
go off on tangents or swing in this or that direction because of (u)
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current events o There may be suceaiB" at^he Summit, but the^
theory of JIM JACKSON is an approach which is too schematic/^^^^^^^

l

^emarks of IRVING POTASHju^H.
IRVING POTASH spoke about tlife AFL-CIO conference on world

affairs « He said, the positions of GEORGE MEANY and HARRISON
are not new* This was probably the first time in the history of
the United States that the trade union movement called such a
conference. This was the boldest invention of JAY LOVESTONE, agent
of the CIAc^ There have never been such bold challenges to MEANY
as there were at this conference o Not even at the AFL'-CIO

conference in San Francisco was there such a challenge to tffiANYo

HARTNETT of the lUE, CURRAN of the Maritime Union, members of
the Canadian delegation, even WALIER REUTHER, and^ after the
conference^ EMLh HAZEY, expressed themselve^ as being against
some of the propositions of GEORGE MEANY « L^\^

Continuing POTASH stated, there areVimportant under-
currents against MEANY in the labor movement. Even the number
of absentees from this conference proves this. Why was MEANY
so bold at this time? He wanted to undermine the position of
world labor on the concept of peaceful co»existence* POTASH
stated that he would venture to say that the "^New York Times''

magazine supplement on the AFL«CIO conference on world affairs
cost the AFL'-CIO $45,000 and that it will have greater circulation
abroad than in the United States* MEANY also feared that the
current for peace developing in the labor movment will undermine
his hold on the labor movement and has become a threat to his
leadership, ^This^is why he called the conference on foreign
affairs

«

The conference has opened up a debate on foreign policy
in the AFL-CIO» We should encourage such a debate on the part
of the Progressives and the rank and file and we should participate
in this debateo "The Worker^' should participate in this debate
and in its writing keep its eye on the trade union people, A
flyer on the AFL-CIO conferenpe on foreign affairs is being
prepared by "The Worker o"
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Action Taken on the Statement by GUS HALL j

I that the United States Is Exposed as a
' Double-Dealing, Lying Nation

CARL WINTER, as the Chairman of this se^ssion, introduced
a one-paragraph resolution which had been written by JACK STACHEL
This resolution pertained to the statement by GUS HALL, in his
report, to the effect that the United States is exposed as a
double-dealing, lying nation. The resolution would alter HALL's
statement to explain that it is not the nation but the leaders
of the United States Government who have been exposed as liars

HALL agreed with this proposal, as did all others present,

except BEN DAVIS. DAVIS said the people must assume responsiMJLity
for the morality of the government and the nation as a whole^/^^b

Continuation of the Discussion of HALL's Report I

Remarks of GEORGE MEYERS

y
GEORGE MEYERS stated that what the people do will determine

whether the wild, prp-war maniacs will be checked, MEYERS stated
that when he left Baltimore, the papers were stating that the

Whit^ House had received only five hundred letters in regard to

the U=2 flights and that the majority of the letters were^avorable?
MEYERS said that this statement may or may not b6 true. (0^^

Remarks of ARNOU) JOHNSON
^

1 (^fM
After a word or two from BETTY GANNETT, ARNOID JOHNSON

said, we should call a conference and re-examine all of the peace
problems 0

Remark of PHIL BART

PHIL BART stated that the main issue is Berlin an^ Germany,

It will determine to what degree we are to have peace.
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^
Remark of WILLIAM WEINSTONE^ ^ _^^MTIAi

After a wbrd or two from JIM WEST and MORRIS CHILDS,

WILLIAM WEINSTONE quoted from Lenin to the effect that wars
are prepared in secret* He said, we should raise the slogan
that we want candidates elected who will honestly fight for

peace,

1^

Remarks of BEN DAVIS
'J ^^

BEN DAVIS stated that he^agrees that there is no need for

a change in the line of the 17th National Convention of the

CcHsmunist Party, USA, but somt changes may be necessary. NIKITA
KHRUSHCHEV characterized EISENH(»IER jels a man of peace. Now
EISENHOWER is not a man of peace, fr^

'''^Remarks of CARL WINTErH/^^
|^

CARL WINTER cited exan^lW of ^i^at he termed as inanoral

acts committed by the United Stages. WINTER listed the following:

(1) The moving of Japanese Nationals from the West Coast of the

united States at the outbreak of World War II; (2) The dropping

of the A-bomb on Hiroshima; (3) The Smith Act trials; (4) Denial
of integration and voting rights to Negroes in parts of the

United States; <5) The Americfm leirkers favor a little war because

it gives them more en^loymente

WINTER stated that the American workers participate in this

immorality. The workers do not understand how some problems

are related to their genuine self-interest. It^s our job to

show them what their genuine self-interest is./^ "^T^ ^
In concluding, WINTER stated that he sees advances in the

struggle forpeace as a result of the AFL-CIO^ conference on world
affairs

«

Remarks of EUGENE DENNIS

EUGENE DENNIS stated that he \greed mth the remarks of

GUS HALL and with most of what was said during the -discuasion.
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DEMIS said that he would not just refer £o the shooting
down of the U-2 as a spy-plane incident. It is bigger than that.
The United States committed a hostile, military act. This was
an aggressive effort to torpedo the Summit meeting. Undoubtedly

^

there were more flights in the past^^ but not across the heart of
Russia^ ^

Then DENNIS stated that at the Stmanit^ some limited
headway will be made* Prospects for the Summit have improved
as compared V7ith two or three weeks agOo The Soviet policy
for peace stands out more clearly. Reaction to American aggressive
acts in other countries and here help the prospects for the Summit,
The issue of peace and peaceful co^enistence should be the heart
and center of our work»

DENNIS concluded \^ stating that he agrees with those who
said that more stress should be put on the labor movement in the
fight for peace. The issue of peace should be the pivotal
point in the elections c

Siammary by GUS HALL

GUS HALL stated that i^ was a good discussion for a

collective body* The discussion of peaceful co-existence and
labor ^s role in regard to it was good and he agrees with the
comments which were made*

^

HALL said, the Unie^ States is on the defensive on many
fronts* EISENHOWER is going to the Summit in a defensive mood.

This might lead to some concessions. Democratic rights and
peace go hand in hand* We should fight for democratic rights.

On secrecy in government, there is a need to fight against it,

but this has nothing to do with open-skies proposals that may
be made by the United States Government at the Sxammit.

Disarmament is the key. Once you have general otsarmament,
you can have agreement on inspection, but not before. War plans
are hatched and developed secretly, as WILLIAM WEINSTONE pointed
OUto
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HALL then stated that after the Suranit meeting is over,
he would favor a full-dress discussion on peace and the movement
for peace in one of the leading committees of the Communist
Party, USA, probably the NEC. One issue we must keep in the
forefront is disarmamento The ruling classes will close ranks
soon^ They will find a balance/ We should be prepared for this,

HALL said he agrees with EUGENE DENNIS that the U-2 is

more than a spy-plane incident. In regard to the nation being
exposed for lying and double-dealing, it could be that he used
the wrong word and he did not mean to. However, when people
abroad think of the United States, they think of the American
people as an image. We have to find ways to tell the American
people that if they permit the warmakers to act in their name,
people all over the world will have the wrong impression of us
and will confuse us with our goverranentc We, the people, also
have a responsibility.

potion to Adopt the Report of GUS HALL 1

A motion to adopt the report of GIS liALL on the interna-
tional situation and the struggle for peace was adopted

.

unanimously after some discussion of the motion, f^^f^
Statement by BEN DAVIS on the Vote on the
Report of HY LUMER on Education and Ideology

!j

BEN DAVIS stated that with regard to th$ motions made on

May 14, 1960, to adopt the report of HY LUMER on education and
ideology and the report of JIM JACKSON on agitation and propaganda,
he wished to go on record as voting for JACKSON 's report, but
abstaining from the vote on LUMER 's report »

\^

f Letter of "Greetings" to the
|

I Northern California District
|

CLARENCE HATHAWAY introduced a draft of a letter to be
given to DOROTHY HEALEY for delivery to the Northern California
district. This letter sends the Northern California district
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''greetings^' for its activity in behalf of the mobilisation
against the hearing of the House Coxnmittee on Un-American
Activities in San Francisco • The letter urges the Northern
California district to publish a leaflet containing an account
of what happened in regard to the HCUA hearing in San Francisco

—

this leaflet to be suitable for national distribution. ^
It was agreed to send this letter with HEALEY and also

that **The Worker'* should run a prominent story on the activities
among students in connection with the HCUA hearing in San
Francisco=*«this story to be printed as a flyer^ as well as in

"The Worker/Jj^^ |^

^Adoption of Remarks and Suggestions of JACK STACHEL^l
on the Electoral Policy of the Co^ts. Party, USa

/
f^l^

The remarks and suggestions of JACK STACHEL in regard to

the electoral policy of the Communist Party, USA, which had been
made on May 13, 1960, were adopted in the form of a motion*
This includes the three aspects of the electoral pplicy of the
Coranunist Party, USA, as enumerated by STACHEL* U

The idea of JIM JACKSON to use the 1960 election campaign
to mobilize two thousand Communist Party members and sympathizers
to give ten hours each week in order to visit people and also
secure subscriptions to '^The Worker'' was adopted in principle,
but referred to the Organization Bureau for the purpose of
working out the details.

A proposal to get at least ten Communist Party members to

run as Congressional candidates in various states was adopted in

principle, with the details to be worked out later o Wherever
possible, these candidates should run in the name of the Communist
Partyo If it is not possible to run in the name of the Communist
Party, then well-known Communists should run in the name of some
other partyo

Mentioned as possible states where Cotmunist Party members
might run as Congressional candidates weres New York, California,
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Illinois 5 Ohio, Michigan, VJashingtoOs Minnesota, and Wisconsinc

Decision to Launch a Publication for the Youth |

to be Called "New Horlaen^'

DANKY RUBIN announced that a publication for the youth
called "New Horizen" will be launched. The purpose of the

publication is to make a contribution to the democratic youth
moveii^ent in the United States « This paper will not be labeled
MarKxst, but will use a Marxist analysis on all issues • It
will deal with all kinds of youth quest! ons« HS^^

RUBIN stated that *'New Horizen" is only in the '"springtime'^

now* Shoots are coming out and they need to be watered o It is

hoped to launch the paper in September. Officially the campaign
to raise $7,000 for this publication will begin on June 1st and

will continue to September o The paper will close the gap between
the Left ywth and the democratic youth* It has a number of adult
sponsors. |^

PHIL BART endorsed the idea of a paper for the youth and
said he is helping to raise some of the money for this publication*

An appeal is being made to former members of the Young Coraraunist

League to give a contribution of $10 each, i^^^fy

The NEC endorsed this projecte
publication date if it is possible^

GUS HALL urged an earlier

Report by IRVING POTASH on the HENRY WINSTON Campaign

IRVING POTASH made a brief report on the Henry Winston
campaign. He said that there has been a letdown in the campaign
in the United States* Some attorneys want to sue the United
States Government. The charge would be cruelty and neglect
which caused injury to WINSTON, WINSTON does not approve this

type of legal action ^ since he thinks that it might distract
from his campaign for amnesty or executive clemency. The

attorneys feel that the bringing of legal action might help

campaign for executive clemency or amnestyo WINSTON will be
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told that^ tjtie decision in regard £o legal action is not his to
make«

POTASH reported that a letter was received ftom Reverend
MARTXH LUXHER KING supporting freedom for HENRY WINSTON. A
letter has been sent to KING asking if KING^s name may be used^
publicly 0 A reply to this letter has not been received as ye^

^

POTASH also reported that an e5>peal for executive clemanqy
is before the President of the United States* PAT GOEMANj
President of the Amalgam.^ted Meatcutters and Butcher Workmen
of North AiBericas has received a letter from the White House

,

This letter stated that WINSTON" s appeal is up for" cons idei^ation
and that the President will make a decision on the appeal.]

POTASH stated that in contrast to the United States s> there
is a real campaign for freedom for WINSTON abroado WILLIAM
PATTERSON has spread the campaign around while he has been in
Europe, ELIZABETH GURI,2Y FLYNI^ carried material in regard to the
campaign for WINSTON with her on her trip abroado So the inter-
national c-ampaign is rollings but it is necessary to get the
casnpaign underway in the United States once again »

^

l^nformation Concernj^ng GIL GREEN. ROBERT THOMPSON and mim WINSTON^
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT reported that word was received through

the family of GIL GREEK that GREEN will not ask the United States
Board of Parole for parole when he is nent eligible o

The NSC members opposed the decision of GREEN, and an
effort will be made to send word to GREEN that he should not make
such a decision on his ami^ especially since he is in jail and
does not have the benefit of a collective discussiono

GUS HALL remarked that BOB THOMPSON and HENRY WINSTON are jr
pretty well informed on the political activities of the Communist
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Party, USA and both gave their consent to the main line and
proposals adopted at the last meeting of the National Comittee
of the ConsRunist Party, USA, ^

l^Adj
ournment

At this point, the enlarged meeting of the NEC concluded
^^jA^as followed by an executive session of the NEC, which is
being reported separately^!
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